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Private Sector Promotion for Development? Preface

Preface

Looking for solutions to the global migration movements

(Saegert et al. 2020). The second is the study presented

that peaked in the European Union in 2015, a debate

here, examining the most recognised initiatives of the

started in Germany on how to increase the effectiveness

German government and the EU to foster private invest-

of development cooperation to combat the socio-eco-

ment in Africa.

nomic root causes of migration.

This analysis is the result of a process that began in

To this end, the German Ministry for Development

2017, in the run-up to the first Compact with Africa con-

Cooperation presented a comprehensive proposal in

ference in Berlin, where past EU-Africa trade and eco-

spring 2017, the “Marshall Plan with Africa”. One of the

nomic relations were examined in that partner confer-

priorities of the plan is to use public funds to encourage

ence (Marí 2017), and continued after initial experiences

companies to invest in business projects in Africa that

were presented in Dar es Salaam in 2019 at a workshop

have a sustainable economic as well as social impact.

on questions for this study.

To minimize investment risks, the German govern-

The preliminary results of both studies were dis-

ment provides funds and instruments in various ways,

cussed with African partner organizations in Berlin in

hoping to leverage private capital for development pro-

fall 2019. Against the backdrop of the start of building an

jects and investments in Africa. To enable and promote

African common market, participants called for the Afri-

this principle, further initiatives of the G-20 countries,

can Union’s Agenda 2063 to form the basis for all eco-

such as the “Compact with Africa”, the External Invest-

nomic decisions on the continent, rather than the inter-

ment Plan of the EU and a renewed initiative of the Ger-

ests of foreign investors. This will become all the more

man government for African companies to receive invest-

important now that government revenues eroded by the

ment aid, were subsequently instrumentalised.

Covid-19 pandemic are more likely to attract even more

Brot für die Welt has welcomed initiatives intended

private capital to the continent.

to use public funds to promote Africa’s economic devel-

All of the initiatives described in the study are, there-

opment in principle; however, it warned that “support for

fore now under examination. There is no doubt that mobi-

private investment must be in line with national develop-

lizing additional private sector resources is necessary to

ment plans and should not over-advantage countries in

achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), espe-

terms of taxation. It must be ensured that contracts are

cially Goal 17. However, a whole series of framework con-

fair, transparent, and sustainable, i.e., there are no subse-

ditions and prerequisites are also to be considered (Absha-

quent unaffordable public costs.” (Brot für die Welt 2017)

gen et al. 2018), which must, then, also be applicable to

While principally welcoming a focus on Africa’s

the initiatives critically assessed in the study.

development, African partner organisations of Brot für
die Welt highlighted the many negative experiences in
recent decades with foreign private investments, in

francisco marí

which not only were affected people and civil society not

Policy Officer World Food Security,

involved in planning or operation, but which also

Agritrade and Maritime Policies

entailed serious human rights violations and environ-

Brot für die Welt

mental damage. Thus, at the first “Compact with Africa
Conference” in 2018, we called for “high human rights
and environmental standards to become a competitive
advantage” (Dossing 2018) for German investors.
Partner organizations in Africa have also questioned
whether the whole concept of public risk coverage would
be right for private investors and “whether it would not
make more sense for public money to be invested directly
rather than going through the back door of private investors.” (Tsounkeu 2018)
These concerns encouraged us to commission two
studies. The first one requested partner experiences with
private investments and put forth recommendations
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Executive Summary

The German government as well as the European Commission claim to start
a new area of equal partnership with African countries: “(…) the days of ‘aid’
and of ‘donors and recipients’ [must be] put behind us” (BMZ 2017, 4). One
main tool for this assumed new partnership is the increased role of private
companies ‒ be it by way of financing or direct investment.

6

This study analyses the recent and most prominent initi-

economy. In doing so, the outcomes of the present study

atives of the German Government and the European

differ quite substantially to those of others analysing

Commission vis-à-vis the African continent and their

some of the above-mentioned German initiatives (e.g.

reference to private sector promotion. The initiatives

Kappel/Reisen 2019).

looked at are: 1) the German driven Compact with Africa

The first analysed global trend is the intensified

(CwA), 2) the Marshall Plan with Africa of the German

financing of development policies through financial mar-

Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development

kets, e.g. for infrastructure funding, but also for enterprise

(both 2017), 3) the Entwicklungsinvestitionsfonds (Devel-

finance. To attract the “global pool of private finance”, as

opment Investment Fund) of diverse German Ministries

the CwA puts it, radical financial, legal and economic

(2019) as well as 4) the External Investment Plan (EIP)

de-risking measures are envisaged and implemented. The

(2017) of the European Commission and 5) the Post-Cot-

investment risks do not disappear though; these risks are

onou Agreement between the European Commission and,

taken over by the public hand, increasing for example the

among others, African states.

dangers of indebtedness. Furthermore, emerging and

All these initiatives aim, in one or the other way, to

developing countries that depend on market-based

support investment conditions for private capital to boost

finance face an increasing vulnerability to the boom-bust

economic growth and, in doing so, provide employment

cycles of global financial markets. In trying to root finan-

and foster economic development. All the above-men-

cial markets domestically though, domestic institutional

tioned initiatives have a special focus either on attracting

investors ‒ such as private pension funds or insurance

finance capital mainly for infrastructure investment but

companies ‒ are created, leading to a further privatization

also enterprise finance or on attracting external/foreign

or commodification of social security systems. Moreover,

direct investments. One of the leading narratives is that the

the creation of new safe asset classes for private inves-

purpose of the initiatives is to close an assumed infrastruc-

tors ‒ such as roads, schools, energy utilities and others ‒

ture gap as well as integrate African economies into Global

privatises public infrastructure, which would now need to

Value Chains/Global Production Networks to improve

generate profit. This is either generated by user fees or is

value capture on the continent. These are all led by the

guaranteed by the public budget. The latter implies again

general aim of reducing the root causes of migration.

burdens on the public hand and therefore taxpayers, and

This study aims to critically engage with these narra-

the former would increase social inequality in terms of

tives. It discusses the economic and social impact of the

access to quality public infrastructure. Furthermore,

above-mentioned initiatives on African societies. In

restructuring development projects to assure their market-

order to do so, the initiatives are contextualised within

ability puts development planning into question. It then

current economic and political dynamics, on the conti-

features only “marketable” and “bankable” projects, and

nent as well as globally.

not those most necessary.

By highlighting four aspects ‒ global trends of financ-

The second dynamic looked at is the increasing geo-

ing development projects through financial markets, geo-

political and geo-economical competition on the African

political and geo-economic interests on the African con-

continent. Not only the former European colonial pow-

tinent, Africa in Global Production Networks, and debt

ers and China, but many other states also react to the

vulnerability ‒ the study maps the drivers behind the

vast economic resources of the continent. These range

‘private sector first’ development agenda and connects it

from natural resources and vast arable lands to cheap

to the macroeconomic conditions of African countries,

labour and growing consumer markets. This counts also

which are situated in a highly unequal global political

for Germany, being strongly export dependant and not

Private Sector Promotion for Development? Executive Summary

yet having a strong economic presence on the continent.

Furthermore, debt is provided to market conditions, lead-

Even though German enterprises appear still hesitant to

ing to high interest rates and making debt cancelation even

invest in African economies, interest is increasing as

more difficult. The situation gets even more problematic

shown with the example of the German automobile indus-

with the hidden costs of the much-fostered Public Private

try and others. Furthermore, in analysing the European

Partnerships (PPP) and guarantees provided by the state as

Economic Diplomacy of the European Union, the report

mentioned above. In the subsequent chapter, the five most

underlines, inter alia, that the EU delegations in different

prominent initiatives of Germany and EU supporting pri-

countries are instrumental in representing the economic

vate sector development are looked at successively.

interests of the European Union, such as market access,

The German driven Compact with Africa, presented

and implement these interests via technical assistance,

within the G20, offers the framework for German private

analysis, dialogues or Official Development Aid (ODA).

sector promotion in Africa, having also proximate rela-

Thirdly, Africa’s development perspectives in Global

tions to the EU initiatives below. Furthermore, it can be

Production Networks and the role of external/foreign

seen as a globally relevant key document, conceptualising

investors for economic development are discussed. The

development finance through financial markets as out-

report underlines, among other issues, that the way value

lined above. Several African countries joined the CwA

is captured and used for social and economic develop-

and therefore show commitment to its policy suggestions.

ment depends strongly on property rights regulations and

Among other areas, it focusses on providing a basis to

firm ownership. These elements are decisive for how prof-

attract the “global pool of private finance”. To this end,

its generated are reinvested or repatriated, for whether

the CwA suggests several de-risking measures for external

there is a strong threat for divestment/leaving the country

investors, to deepen domestic financial markets, to create

in case policies do not match the demands of foreign

domestic institutional investors and domestic asset

companies, whether there are technology transfers, back-

classes. These measures, however, increase commodifica-

ward and forward linkages established, etc. With a very

tion of social security systems, privatisation of public ser-

strong presence of foreign capital, as is the case in Africa,

vices and increase vulnerability to public indebtedness

policies are usually built around the demands for foreign

and global boom-bust cycles of financial markets.

capital. The report argues that this economic and politi-

For the Marshall Plan with Africa of the German Fed-

cal dominance is detrimental to domestically rooted and

eral Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Develop-

sustainable development strategies.

ment, the report underlines its close orientation along-

Fourthly, the report looks at the dramatically rising

side the CwA. Not only are the chosen African partner

debt levels in Africa. As the first step, it discusses the tre-

countries also part of the CwA, but the reforms imple-

mendous outflows of wealth. These include illicit out-

mented are also very much in line with the CwA. This

flows, e.g. via trade or transfer mispricing, but also vari-

includes, among other things, financing infrastructure

ous forms of legalized capital flight like profit repatria-

via financial markets, deregulating public procurement

tion, tax havens for FDIs or general outflow due to low

or other investor friendly economic reforms. Further-

prices for commodities being extracted or produced in

more, it outlines a stronger conditionality of ODA. Hence,

Africa. These outflows far exceed the Official Develop-

this report questions the reputation of the Marshall Plan

ment Assistance (ODA) provided. Hence, the report

as aiming for a more equal partnership or fair-trade rela-

questions the narrative of principally lacking financial

tions between the EU/Germany and African states.

resources as such. Regarding the structure of African sov-

Also, the Entwicklungsinvestitionsfonds (Develop-

ereign debt, the report underlines the rising relevance of

ment Investment Fund) is an implementation tool for

market-based finance for sovereign debts. Facing low or

the policy suggestions of the CwA. It consists of three

negative interest rates in the US, EU or Japan, the incen-

sub-initiatives. This report concludes that two of these

tives for private investors to direct money elsewhere is

projects, AfricaConnect and the Wirtschaftsnetzwerk

high, with African governments seeking additional forms

Afrika (Economic Network Africa) can be seen as direct

of liquidity on the other side. Market-based finance

business promotion for German companies. In referring

though is accompanied by high exposure to the volatili-

to the discussions on Global Production Networks in

ties of international financial markets ‒ well visible with

Africa, the report questions the strong focus on FDIs in

the withdrawal of capital during the COVID-19-crisis.

German development policies. Little evidence is given by
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the German government as to why AfricaConnect as well

(EPAs) are returning on the agenda and are meant to be

as the Wirtschaftsnetzwerk is more than foreign trade

implemented and deepened on a national level. The ODA

promotion for German and European companies and

and the EU delegations on the ground are playing an

German geo-economic interests on the continent.

important role in implementing the EPAs as well as other

AfricaGrow, the third initiative of the Enticklungsin-

policy recommendations to change the economic condi-

vestitionsfund, focusses on supporting African enter-

tions in favour of foreign direct and financial investments.

prises. It is meant to provide risk and venture capital for

This report closes with a brief look into the ‒ at the

African SMEs and start-ups via a Fund-of-Fund struc-

time of writing, ongoing ‒ negotiations of the Post-Coto-

ture. It is brought into life by the German development

nou Agreement with, inter alia, African states. The ana-

bank KfW, and is implemented and managed by the asset

lysed draft of the agreement goes very much in line with

manager Allianz Global Investors which belongs to the

the other projects of the EU. In comparison to earlier drafts,

leading German insurance company Allianz SE. In draw-

the language has been softened in some places. But the

ing the line to earlier experiences with so called struc-

experience with the previous Cotonou-Agreement shows

tured fonds of the German government, this report works

that the implementation and interpretation of the agree-

out a long list of weaknesses of this approach. This

ment lies very much in the hands of the European Com-

includes the lacking ownership of African societies, the

mission as the much stronger negotiation partner. Once

dependencies on financial markets of the financed com-

signed, the Post-Cotonou-Agreement will provide an addi-

panies including their pressures on employment/ wages

tional contractual basis for the policies discussed above.

and productive (domestic) investment, the strong con-

This report concludes that the analysed initiatives of

flicts of interest in decision making and problematic

Germany and the EU will amplify the dynamics described

monitoring within the fund itself, to name just a few.

in the context chapter. Sustainable development perspec-

The External Investment Plan of the European Com-

tives appear to play a minor role within the initiatives

mission officially aims to promote sustainable develop-

examined but the aim to increase, in the German case, its

ment. It focuses on the African continent as well as the

own economical footprint in an economically interesting

EU Neighbourhood region. The plan consists of three pil-

region or to, in the EU perspective, defend its still domi-

lars: The financing mechanism (European Fund for Sus-

nant position in that region.

tainable Development EFSD), technical assistance, and

Therefore, this paper ends with a plea to step out of the

reform proposals for a business friendly “investment cli-

paradigm of financing developmental projects via finan-

mate”. So far, the critique of civil society focused mainly

cial markets and to focus on FDI as a main driver for eco-

on the first pillar, the EFSD. More funds or better trans-

nomic development. Instead of de-risking entire econo-

parency were demanded. However, this report argues that

mies, including boosting commodification within societies

all three pillars of the EIP need to be analysed together

in order to attract foreign capital, the politically supported

and contextualised. In order to understand the financing

dependency on FDIs as well as financial investors includ-

mechanisms of the EFSD, it has to be put in the context

ing their strong influence on policy processes in Africa

of market-based finance for development ‒ as discussed

need to be strongly limited. Instead, domestically owned

above. Furthermore, the EIP itself needs to be put in the

and oriented development strategies should be promoted.

context of increased global geo-economic competition
and therefore discussed within the framework of the
European Economic Diplomacy (EED). This report concludes that, in addition to the social and economic problems of attracting funding from financial markets as
such, the EIP appears to serve more the own geopolitical
and geo-economic interests of the EU and less the needs
of sustainable development in African countries, while
shrinking their policy space even further. Within the third
pillar of the EIP, the suggestions to reform the investment
climate, also formerly contested topics such as the Free
Trade Agreements Economic Partnership Agreements
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Chapter 1

Introduction
with each other. The private sector is usually contrasted

“The world’s last untapped
market ‒ and one that is right on
Europe’s doorstep ‒ Africa holds
great opportunities, not least
for the German private sector.”
BMZ 2017, 16

with state or publicly owned enterprises (ibid.).1
While the abovementioned types of private enterprises are all in some way addressed by the EU and German policies discussed in this paper, the main focus of
these policies is on supporting foreign (or external) investors who invest directly in African countries, merge with
other companies, and invest in equity for dividend or
bonds for interest generation. To attract them, the German government and the EU provide aid and advice to
African countries for economic policy reforms including
reforms of investment laws and the financial systems,

Global development cooperation focusses increasingly

offer low risk loans, and guarantees or direct advice to

and ever more systematically on attracting global private

investing European or German companies. These poli-

finance and foreign direct investment into developing

cies are purported to support economic development and

and emerging economies. For these policies, the Sus

therefore employment in African countries and are

tainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the UN-Agenda

meant to be closely linked to the promotion of domestic

2030 serve as an important reference point for many

capital, especially micro, small or medium domestic

global, regional and national initiatives. This also counts

enterprises (MSME). African companies are also directly

for the activities of the German government and the

addressed, i.e., by the German government via the provi-

European Commission. Both focus strongly on the

sion of risk capital.

African continent; both claim relatively broadly to sup-

This report aims to analyse the most prominent initi-

port the “private sector” in Africa for economic and

atives of this private sector support and discuss their

social development.

developmental effects. It argues that these initiatives sup-

This report will analyse the recent initiatives of the

port existing economic dependencies while also creating

German government and the European Commission to

new ones. They therefore increase the economic vulnera-

support the “private sector” in Africa, the mechanisms

bility of African economies and deepen social inequality

applied and their developmental effects.

within and between states. It concludes that these initia-

The German government as well as the European

tives are less driven by aiming for sustainable and domes-

Commission claim to start a new area of equal partner-

tically owned development strategies and more by

ship where “the days of ‘aid’ and of ‘donors and recipients’

geo-economic and geo-political interests of Germany

[must be] put behind us” (BMZ 2017, 4). One main tool for

and Europe.

this assumed new partnership is the increased role of pri-

This report proceeds by first laying the context for

vate companies ‒ be it by way of financing or direct

these initiatives (Chapter 2). First of all, the global trend

investment. The private sector is a large field ‒ it ranges

to radically de-risk private investment and to think devel-

from domestic micro, small or medium domestic or for-

opment through financial markets is discussed (Chapter

eign enterprises to big transnational companies includ-

2.1). Secondly, the global geopolitical and geo-economi-

ing institutional investors such as pension funds, mutual

cal competition around Africa and the related policies of

funds, investment banks, insurance companies, etc.

Germany and the EU are analysed, taking into account

These private sector entities are owned by private individ-

previous Africa-related economic policies of Germany

uals or enterprises, with the goal to “make money” (Chap-

and the EU ‒ such as the Economic Partnership Agree-

pelow 2019), to generate profit while being in competition

ments (EPAs) (see Glossary) (Chapter 2.2). The last two

1 — Labour, the people working and generating the “money made”, is are usually not prominently mentioned in the definition of the private
sector, even though the private sector depends on labour. Whether the large part of the so-called informal economy is part of the private
sector or part of labour is strongly debated. Some plead to include large parts of it under the definition of labour (see, e.g. van der Linden
2008, 219; Banse 2016, 205). Furthermore, it remains open how collectively owned enterprises should be categorised. For the study on
hand the above definition should be sufficient.

9

sections of the context chapter deal with the investment

The empirical basis for this research are mainly the

conditions of external and domestic capital in African

documents of the institutions guiding the policies ana-

countries within Global Production Networks (Chapter

lysed (BMZ, BMWi, BMF, AA, AfdB/WB/IMF, EC and

2.3) as well as with the rising private and public debt lev-

the EP). For additional information, especially regarding

els in Africa (Chapter 2.4). By highlighting these four

the policy processes, four background talks with repre-

aspects ‒ de-risking, geopolitics, investment conditions

sentatives of ministries, NGOs, parties and consultan-

and debt vulnerability ‒ the study maps the drivers

cies were conducted. They were not recorded or tran-

behind the ‘private sector first’ development agenda and

scribed and will be presented with anonymity. Given

connects it to the macroeconomic conditions of African

their anonymous status, they will be taken as a reference

countries, which are situated in a highly unequal global

only very randomly. Additionally, a workshop on invest-

political economy. The first two aspects are especially

ment policies with activists of diverse African countries

neglected in existing studies on the German economic

was attended to discuss preliminary research results. The

policies of Africa, leading to very different outcomes (e.g.

feed-back provided has been integrated into this report.

Kappel/Reisen 2019).

The study was mainly written before the global

In the next part of the report, in Chapter 3, the most

COVID -19 pandemic and the major economic slump at

prominent initiatives for German and European private

the horizon. The currently evolving crisis is likely to

sector promotion will be discussed. These are the Com-

deepen the aspects discussed in the following chapters

pact with Africa (CwA), the Marshall Plan and the

(see also Politi 2020) and will change the growth forecasts

Entwicklungsinvestitionsfond (EIF) for the German part

mentioned in Chapter 2.2 dramatically (Pilling 2020).

2

and the External Investment Plan (EIP) as well as the
Post-Cotonou-Process for the European part.
This research focuses on private sector support in
the African continent. Even though these activities are
officially meant to “tackle some of the root causes of
irregular migration” (EC n.d. b, 1), migration policies as
such, including the connection between Official Development Assistance (ODA) and migration rejection/border control, are not discussed here (see, e.g. Oxfam 2020).
The same goes for German military intervention and EU
military cooperation in Africa, mainly in the Sahel
region. Both topics are also connected to private sector
cooperation (see e.g. Banse 2019a, b), but are not discussed as such. Furthermore, the relevant topic of financial inclusion (FI) is only mentioned briefly in Chapter
2.4, even though it plays a crucial role in the German/EU
Africa relations (BMZ n.d. a). It is very closely linked to
private sector support, e.g. via credits to micro enterprises or consumers, with establishing digital payment
systems and with the public support for the FI industry,
including institutional investors and financial markets.
The reason for neglecting the FI agenda is its less prominent role in the publicly well-known Africa initiatives of
the German government.

2 — I thank Gyekye Tanoh, Jenny Simon, Anil Shah, Daniela Gabor, Eva Hanfstängel and Marc Maes for their very helpful comments to this
research.
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Chapter 2

Contextualisation of German and
European Private Sector Support
German and European private sector support and Offi-

sector gets the most prominent role in development

cial Development Assistance (ODA) in Africa need to be

cooperation. The aim is to both increase (foreign) direct

contextualised within two global political dynamics. First,

investments counting on growth and employment (see

within the encompassing global trend to ‚de-risk‘ (foreign)

below) and to ‚crowd in‘ finance for the estimated 600 bn

investment, mainly financial investments, but also affect-

USD of annual investments for implementing the Sus-

ing direct investment (Chapter 2.1). Second, within the

tainable Development Goals (SDG) (ibid., 15). In trying

increasing geo-economic and geopolitical competition on

to attract these external finances, serious risk mitigation

the African continent (Chapter 2.2). Additionally, to be

for private investors is envisaged (ibid.).

able to assess the development impact of private sector

One special, and relatively new, focus lies on multi-

promotion, the investment conditions of domestic and

plying the effects of ODA with money from institutional

foreign capital in the African economies and their situa-

investors (such as global asset managers, insurance com-

tion within the international division of labour must be

panies, hedge funds and pension funds) by enabling

explored (Chapter 2.3), as must the dynamics surround-

market-based forms of private and public finance. ODA

ing sovereign and household debt in Africa (Chapter 2.4).

is still a crucial element in these concepts and is mainly
used to de-risk and, therefore, to “leverage” private invest-

2.1 The politics of risks
and financial investments

ment (BMZ 2017, 15), to turn “Millions” of ODA into “Trillions” of private money for investment (WB n.d.).
The former president of the World Bank Group, a
close cooperation partner of the BMZ also in this issue
(BMZ 2017, 15), outlines the plan for an all-encompassing

In the Marshall Plan with Africa, the BMZ stresses: “Afri-

de-risking: “We have to start by asking routinely whether

can ownership must be strengthened and the days of

private capital, rather than government funding or donor

‚aid‘ and of ‚donors and recipients‘ put behind us” (BMZ

aid, can finance a project. If the conditions are not right

2017, 4). For an Africa ‚beyond aid‘, the so-called private

for private investment, we need to work with our partners

Can commercial financing be cost-effectively mobilized for
sustainable investment? If not…

1

Commercial Financing

2

Upstream Reforms & Market Failures
• Country and Sector Policies
• Regulations and Pricing
• Institutions and Capacity

3

Public and Concessional Resources for
Risk Instruments and Credit Enhancements
• Guarantees
• First Loss

4

Public and Concessional Financing, including Sub-Sovereign
• Public finance (incl. national development banks and
domestic SWF)
• MDBs and DFIs

Can upstream reforms be put in pace to address market
failures? If not…

Can risk instruments & credit enhancements
cost-effectively cover remaining risks? If not…

Can development objectives be resolved
with scarce public financing?

Figure 1: The Cascade approach of the World Bank.
Source: WB 2017, see for a more detailed perspective, including the relevance of financial markets instruments, Gabor 2020
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to de-risk projects, sectors, and entire countries” (Kim

mechanisms would ensure “predictable future cash flow

2017, quoted in Gabor 2020, 2).

projections for investments” (B20 2018, 19).

This “Cascade approach” (WB 2017, 11) aims to mobi-

To attract private money for infrastructure finance,

lize private financing for developmental goals. Therefore,

the project needs to be sliced into different tranches to

regulatory frameworks need to be adapted and public

match investors’ varying “appetite for risk” (AfdB/IMF/

money for mitigating commercial risks needs to be pro-

WB 2017, 29), while the public hand takes over the most

vided. Only when these measures remain fruitless and

risky slice/tranche (blending ‒ see Glossary). These tranches

investors still do not show any interest, will public money

are then securitized and sold as bonds or equities (see

be directly spent for public purposes (WB 2017, 6; see also

Glossary).

Alexander 2017). The cascade would first be applied to

After blending, the other important feature of the

infrastructure, “but will be expanded to finance, educa-

de-risking agenda is the creation of “deeper financial

tion, health and agribusiness” (WB 2017, 6).

markets” (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 4; see also 31ff. and G20

The Cascade approach goes hand-in-hand with the

2018, 3f.) to ensure liquidity ‒ understood as the ease of

policies of the G20, such as the German driven Compact

buying and selling SDG securities. “(…) [C]reating a mar-

with Africa of the G20 (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017) or the

ket for infrastructure could generate the needed syner-

Roadmap for Infrastructure as an Asset Class under

gies for increasing financing and trading” (B20 2018, 19).

Argentina’s presidency (G20 2018). In its goal to attract

Tradability is crucial as the generation of profit from

the “global pool of private finance” (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017,

these forms of investment is not limited to dividends or

29), e.g. for infrastructure. For this, the Cascade approach

interest rates on equities or bonds purchased. Investors

construes infrastructure as an asset class to be financed

want to be able to enter and exit asset classes at will,

via bonds or equities (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 27ff., 35ff.; G20

instead of holding to maturity.

2018; see also B20 2018, 18 and Glossary). In transform-

This growing “global pool of private finance” (AfdB/

ing formerly illiquid (public) services such as infrastruc-

IMF/WB 2017, 29) is the basis of market-based finance. It

ture, education, health and others into tradable assets,

stems from low taxation of capital or rich individuals,

these policies are part of the ever more relevant process of

from lower investment opportunities in the so-called real

financialization (see Glossary).

sector, the privatisation of pension schemes, or central

To convince financial investors to buy these assets,

bank policies of quantitative easing (see Glossary on

investors’ rights and, therefore, investment regulations

‚financialization‘). Market-based finance has a complex

need to be modified to insure highest property rights

constellation of institutional investors such as pension

(“robust investor rights”, as the business representation

funds, hedge funds, mutual funds and insurance compa-

within the G20 process puts it (B20 2018, 18)). Moreover,

nies that play an ever-increasing role in providing money

contracts must be standardized to increase not only pre-

to public entities, private households and enterprises.

dictability but also the comparability of investments and

Market-based finance is seen as an important alter-

decrease the legal costs of investors (G20 2018; AfdB/

native to ‘bank-based finance’ for development finance

IMF/WB 2017, 25ff.; G20 2018, 3; see also B20 2018, 19).

(Gabor 2018, 408ff.; FSB 2015, 1; see Glossary) and is

These contracts should also ensure that all kinds of pos-

characterized by a strong concentration of institutional

sible risks are mitigated. These risks include demand

investors (Simon 2020, 249). Given that market-based

risks (e.g. reduction in demand due to commodification,

finance often circumvents the stricter regulations of

and therefore (increased) user fees); currency and envi-

banks, the mechanism can be characterized as shad-

ronmental risks; or political risks such changing environ-

ow-banking (see Glossary).

mental or labour law; and liquidity risks in terms of easing the exit from financial assets (Aizawa 2017; Vervy-

The financialization of development policies thus
implies multiple social and economic consequences:

nckt/Romero 2017; Gabor 2020, 4).
Peripheral countries are seen as risky environments,
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•

The mechanisms of shadow banking were a major

and thus require the ODA to broaden guarantee instru-

factor of the global financial crisis, as the promise of

ments. Furthermore, policy reforms are envisaged to cre-

diversification of default risks turned into a globally

ate radically de-risked conditions to attract the desired

spread chain reaction of defaults instead (Gabor 2018;

investments (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 29ff.; WB 2017). These

McNally 2011, 92ff.; see Glossary). Already in 2018,
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economists warned that the push for market-based

The danger of public debts is additionally increased

finance in developing economies strongly increases

by the provision of standardized contracts for Public

the risk of financial crisis (HBS 2018). Within the cur-

Private Partnerships (PPP; see Glossary), mitigating

rent economic and financial crisis, triggered by the

almost all investor risks (see above).

global health crisis, the effects of market-based finance
for Developing and Emerging Countries (DEC) are

•

The creation of a de-risked environment for private

dramatically visible. In an open letter, global econo-

investment to finance all kinds of development pro-

mists warn: “Over the past decade, easy financial con-

jects turns the idea of public financing upside down.

ditions have led to large flows of credit and equity

Not only do wealthy individuals and multinational

investment into DECs (…). Both the public and private

companies have to pay little or no taxes at home or

sectors of DECs have issued substantial volumes of

abroad, they also gain more money by investing in

foreign currency debt and have opened domestic cur-

these new asset classes de-risked by investor friendly

rency bond markets to international investors. New

laws and public money. Hence, development cooper-

financial instruments and institutions have enabled

ation ‘beyond aid’ contributes to ever faster growing

easy global trading of DECs’ assets, cementing the illu-

global inequality with its grave democratic, social

sion of liquidity. But DECs are now confronted with a

and economic consequences (Oxfam 2014).

sudden stop as global liquidity conditions tighten and
investors flee from risk, leading to dramatic currency

•

Despite these consequences, market-based finance
and its related reforms are featured by governments

depreciations” (Barbosa et al. 2020).

around the world, not only in peripheral or semi-pe-

•

Deeper financial markets are needed for the envis-

ripheral countries. It provides money, e.g. for election

aged investments from international institutional

winning infrastructure projects, creates investment

investors, requiring, e.g. free capital flows. Therefore,

opportunities for domestic private financial investors

capital controls have been, or need to be, abandoned,

and helps to hide public expenditures. The last is

even if progressively (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 22; Braasch

especially the case with Public Private Partnerships.

2012), inhibiting capital controls for developmental

PPPs are a preferred instrument to de-risk financial

purposes (Chang/Grabel 2014).

investments, not least because it allows the state to
count its PPP-related liabilities not as debt (for a good

•

To root deeper financial markets domestically, domestic

explanation, see Vervynckt/Romero 2017; see also

institutional investors ‒ such as private pension funds

Gabor 2020, 9f.), and therefore PPPs contain great

or insurance companies ‒ are created (see, e.g. AfdB/

risks for debt sustainability (see Chapter 2.4).

IMF/WB 2017, 33ff.), leading to a further privatization or
commodification of social security systems in peripheral countries (for a discussion, see also Chapter 3.1).

Whereas the focus on market-based finance in development policies is a global process strongly promoted by
multilateral institutions such as the World Bank and the

•

Restructuring development projects to assure their

G20, individual countries also play an important role in

marketability

investors/shadow

this dynamic. Germany is one such critical actor in push-

banks puts development planning into question and

ing market-based finance for development (see Banse

features only ‚marketable‘ and ‚bankable‘ projects,

2019a; Volberding 2018; see also Chapter 3.1). The deep-

and not those most necessary (UNCTAD 2018a,

ening of market-based finance does have a strong geopo-

Chapter IV).

litical and geo-economical relevance. The question of

for

institutional

who is organising the finance, e.g. for which infrastruc-

•

Privately financed infrastructure needs to generate

ture project, matters not the least, facing the Belt and

profit. This is either generated by user fees or guaran-

Road Initiative of China or generally, the plan for big

teed by the public budget. The latter implies strong

infrastructure projects (see e.g. Tröster et al. 2017, 74 and

risks of indebtedness (see Chapter 2.4), and the for-

Hildyard/Sol 2017). Furthermore, establishing and deep-

mer, increasing social inequality in terms of access to

ening financial markets, very much pursued by German

qualitative public infrastructure (Hermann 2014).

Development Assistance (see Chapter 3.1 ‒ 3.3) can ease
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the market entry for economic latecomers in a specific

Ayers 2013, 242). In 2015, China sourced 35% of its min-

region, like Germany is in Africa (see Chapter 2.2.1).

eral resources and 21% of its raw oil from Sub-Saharan

Additionally, it helps provide finance for Global Produc-

Africa. According to Tröster et al. (2017, 69f.), African

tion Networks difficult to access due to the post-crisis

resources are the most important ones for the EU, with

weakness of banks (Tett 2019) as well as consumer cred-

Germany having a leading interest in the continent’s nat-

its. The last is relevant for external investors as it sup-

ural resources (ibid., 70; see also CEO 2011, 2). Addition-

ports the relevant means to consumers to purchase their

ally, Africa has the largest reserves of arable land (BMZ

products (see Chapter 2.2.1 and 2.4).

2017, 8) and the fastest growing population, contributing

The Cascade approach of the World Bank underlines

to more than half of the population growth globally

the priority of private sector solutions over public finance.

between now and 2050, providing a vast (cheap) labour

Therefore, it lines out in its second step for economic

force (UN 2019, 1; McKinsey 2017, 2). Its growing middle

reforms the prioritisation of the demands of private credi-

class provides large consumer markets, with wealthy con-

tors and direct investors. As will be discussed in the fol-

sumers estimated to contribute 27% of consumption

lowing chapters, the reforms supported by the G20, the

growth in Africa by 2025 (McKinsey 2016, 49ff.; UNECA/

EU and Germany are not only favouring private over pub-

AU 2012, 36, 39). One of these growing, non-saturated

lic investments, but also foreign investors over domestic

consumer markets is, for example, the one for new cars

ones, e.g. in finance, services, mining, agriculture or man-

(Kannengießer 2019; Ibukun 2020). The African conti-

ufacturing. The following section discusses the geopoliti-

nent is a booming market for the global fintech industry

cal and geo-economical reasoning for Europe’s and Ger-

(GSMA 2019, 11f.; Fildes/Wilson 2019). The above men-

many’s investment initiatives on the African continent.

tioned plan to fill the diagnosed annual infrastructure
gap of 130 to 170 billion USD (AfDB 2018, iii) not only pro-

2.2 Scramble for Africa

vides safe asset classes for finance capital (see above), but
also means great investment potential for multinational
companies (construction, telecom, energy, water etc.).

The relevance of Africa for the world economy is often

Contrary to many official discourses, African econo-

downplayed by stating that the continent only produces

mies are deeply integrated into the global economy, situ-

2% of the global GDP (WB 2019) or hosts only 2.9% of the

ated at the lower end of the Global Production Networks

global FDI (UNCTAD 2018b, 38). These statistics are mis-

(Pfeiffer 2015, 3; see also UNCTAD 2018b, 23f.). Given the

leading as they do not reflect the logics of power within

global slowdown of GPNs (Tett 2019), the dynamics on

Global Production Networks (GPN) (e.g. with cheap but

the African continent are of particular interest. Contrary

indispensable natural resources being the basis of any

to the global trend, the so-called Business-to-Business

product traded elsewhere), nor do they reflect potential

(B2B) transactions (that is, business between companies)

future dynamics of Africa within the global economy.

are growing in Africa, contributing largely to the conti-

Global growth and trade have acutely slowed down,

nent’s growth (McKinsey 2017, 2). Additionally, on the

long before ‘trade wars’ between China, the US or EU,

African B2B market, local competitors to big lead firms,

before even the recent severe economic crises triggered by

e.g. from the US or EU, are absent ‒ unlike in India or

the coronavirus pandemic. This slowdown is especially

China. This provides greater opportunities for multina-

visible in the dynamics of GPNs (Tett 2019). The export

tional companies (MNC) dominating the Global Produc-

industry of the third biggest exporter (BMWi 2019, 1),

tion Networks, stabilising their monopolistic rent-seek-

Germany, was in 2019 already in a recession (WiWo 2019;

ing and leaving little or no room for domestic options of

Stratmann 2019). These dynamics increase the interest of

sustainable development (UNCTAD 2017, Chapter. 6; see

diverse states and capital fractions towards Africa.

also Chapter 2.3 in this report).

Before the current health crisis, the African continental economy is the fastest growing in the world (McK-
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McKinsey provides an idea of potential sourcing
opportunities for MNCs in Africa:

insey 2017, 2) and six of ten fastest growing economies of

The interest in Africa of many states ‒ most promi-

the world are African (WEF n.d.). Moreover, Africa holds

nently China, but also Russia, Malaysia, Turkey, the US,

major natural resources, which are of growing impor-

United Arab Emirates or India ‒ has grown significantly

tance for the so-called Green Economy (BMZ 2017, 8;

in recent years.
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1 Automotive
Wires and cables,
castings, seats, engine parts,
lters, glass, trim parts

2 Apparel

3 Agriculture and food

Cotton, knit textiles,
nonknit textiles, footwear and
headwear

4 Basic materials

5 Agriculture and food

Phosphates, baryte,
bauxite, uranium, iron, gold,
platinum metals, diamonds,
manganese, coal

6 Oil and gas
Crude oil, rened oil,
petroleum gas, natural
gas, coal tar oil

Cocoa beans, dates,
cashews, coffee, tea, tobacco,
vanilla, sheries

Fertilizers, phosphoric
acid, ammonia, urea,
pyrophoric alloys

7 Machinery

8 Pharmaceuticals

Centrifuges, power units,
pumps, engines

Solids, semisolids, liquids,
CMO1, pharmaceutical
packaging

Note: Chart displays only a fraction of industries and categories that can benefit from sourcing in Africa.
1
Contract manufacturing organization.

Figure 2: Africa’s resource diversity makes sourcing an option for a wide array of industries.
Source: McKinsey 2017: 6.

“[…] not only Western states and corporations but

Given this scramble, the question of who is financ-

also those of ‘emerging economies’ seeking to consolidate

ing Africa’s development and benefits from its returns is

their access to African resources and markets. The ‘new

crucial, as indicated also by the efforts of the US to coun-

scramble for Africa’ involves therefore significant trans-

ter Chinese development finance (Pilling/Polity 2018;

formations related to shifts in global politico-economic

Thrush 2018; Wong 2019), the European Investment

power.” (Ayers 2013, 227; see generally Carmody 2017).

Plan and German efforts of developmental financing

Given this ‚new scramble‘ around access to African

(see also Chapter 3).

markets, resources and strategical geographies, several
African countries have greater choices for their cooperation partners (Pilling 2018) and economic relations are

2.2.1 Germany, Africa and global competition

gradually shifting from the former colonies towards

In Germany also, we can see an increased interest for

China and other regions and states (see also Kappel

Africa, not least related to the rising global competition

2020). Infrastructure projects such as airports, ports,

discussed above. Since 2015, Chancellor Angela Merkel

roads, railways etc. are built and financed not only by

has visited the continent several times. The German mil-

China, but also Brazil, South Korea and Russia (AU/

itary has been present in the Sahel region since 2013; and

NEPAD/OSAA 2015).

recent decisions to broaden its military presence in the
region have just underlined its relevance for German
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foreign policy (Kramp-Karrenbauer 2019; critically see

120

also Banse 2019b). Since 2017, several Africa-related initi-

in billions of
U.S. dollars

atives of different ministries were launched. With the
Africa Policy Guidelines (Afrikapolitische Leitlinien) (AA

100

2019) of early 2019, the German government streamlined
these initiatives of diverse ministries (finance, economy,

80

development, defence, education, agriculture and foreign
affairs). Regular meetings of these ministries coordinate
the German Africa policies since then. This coordination

60

as well as the different papers and activities, most prominently the Bundeswehr in Mali, the Compact with Africa
(CwA) and the Marshall Plan with Africa, signal a new

40

quality of the Germany’s Africa policies.
The Africa Policy Guidelines underline these ambi-

20

tions, although in a much more hidden manner. The
introduction mentions, “Also with regard to the engagement of other states we want to be a reliable partner for
Africa and collaborate in mutual interest” (AA 2019, 3,
italics and translation by the author). This positioning
vis à vis “other states” includes a “competitive cooperation” (Banse 2019b) with other European member states,
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Figure 3: German Direct Investment by World Region
Source: Heinemann 2018

first and foremost, France. In the contract of Aachen,
signed in early 2019 between France and Germany, both
countries agreed upon a closer cooperation in Africa in

years ago. […] But still, our political force is not matching

the field of military, security and economic cooperation

our economic capabilities.”5 The Chancellor underlines

(peace, security and development). Interestingly, Africa

that the European and, with it strongly connected, also

is the only continent singled out in the contract (Bundes-

the German, Africa policies follow mainly geopolitical

republik Deutschland/Französische Republik 2019).

and geo-economic motives and are indeed increasingly

3

German and French cooperative-competitive activities

streamlined.

on the continent are reflected also on the European level,

This new geopolitical positioning of Germany vis à

the “life insurance” of Germany (as Angela Merkel calls

vis Africa is probably most visible in military terms and

the EU4) when it comes to Germany’s geopolitical and

has not yet materialised in increased German economic

geo-economic position. In response to the question of

presence on the continent. German direct investments

what the “global challenges” of China, Russia or the US

in Africa are limited mainly to South Africa (two-thirds),

do to Europe, Merkel responded: “They lead us to com-

followed by Northern African countries. Continent wide,

mon positions. […] Our Africa strategy meanwhile fol-

German FDIs rank 12th in comparison to other countries

lows a common approach which was inconceivable a few

of origin, an exception to other global investment areas

3 — Straight after the exemplifications on the common Africa policies and within the same chapter, the contract underlines the common efforts
to reform the security council of the UN and stresses the common effort for a permanent seat of Germany in the Security Council (Bundesrepublik Deutschland/ Französische Republik 2019, Art. 7, 8). Even though the demand for a permanent seat by Germany in the Security
Council is all but new, the contract of Aachen underlines the connection of this demand with Germany’s Africa policies, together with
France in a cooperative competition. Africa has been the backyard of France since colonial times and the main reason for justifying French
claims to be a world leading power. The geopolitical and (geo-)economic challenges lead France to a gradual multilateralisation of its Africa
policies, with Germany in its fairway. For further discussion on this see Banse 2019b.
4 — Lionel Barber and Guy Chazan, Angela Merkel warns EU: ‘Brexit is a wake-up call’, in: Financial Times, 15.1.2020.
5 — Nico Fried and Stefan Kornelius, „Gewissheiten gelten nicht mehr“. Merkel im Wortlaut, in: Süddeutsche Zeitung, 15.5.2019, translated by
the author.
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6
(Kappel 2020, 11; see also UNCTAD 2018b, 38) . The

3.1) could also enable African consumers to buy German

focus of German FDIs lies in central and eastern Europe

products, such as new cars (Ibukun 2020) and help to recy-

and Asia, being 10 times higher than in Africa (Heine-

cle the German surplus money.

mann 2018).

This strategy appears to be applied, e.g. by VW in

Almost 40% of FDIs in Africa come from France,

Rwanda. It just started the production of electric cars and

Netherlands, the US, the UK and China with varying

offers a car sharing service, based on digital payment sys-

geographical foci (Kappel 2020, 10; Heinemann 2018)

tems; both meant as starting points for establishment in

At present, German investments are focusing on

other African countries (Move.rw n.d.; Handelsblatt

South Africa and Northern African countries (mainly

2019d). The infrastructure for e-mobility in Rwanda is

Egypt), with a strong focus on manufacturing, especially

provided by Siemens (Handelsblatt 2019d; for VW finan-

in the car industry. As less German FDIs go into extrac-

cial services see also www.vwfs.com).

tive or service industries, they create relatively more jobs

So far, the economic ambitions of the German gov-

than other FDIs (Heinemann 2018; Kappel 2020, 14).

ernment are not necessarily reflected in broad based indi-

This might change with expansion to other countries

vidual behaviour of enterprises, as such capitalist states

and other sectors (such as renewable energies or finan-

are often in the forefront of improving market conditions

cial sector involvement).

for their enterprises, to enable them for market access in

Germany’s economy is strongly dependant on export,

diverse forms. Following the analysis of Kappel (2020, 11;

and additionally on widespread Global Production Net-

see also Kappel/Reisen 2019), the overall picture is more

works, which are organised in highly competitive and

of a restrained interest of German enterprises towards

specialised ways.

market possibilities in Africa. Nonetheless, this interest

Given the slowdown of the world economy ‒ even

is increasing ‒ supported by the initiatives provided by

before the current pandemic-fuelled global crisis ‒ and

the German government, discussed below (Riedel 2019;

the slowing growth of important markets such as the Chi-

Kannengießer 2019). The German Afrikaverein has seen

nese automobile markets (Handelsblatt 2019a), African

a significant increase in German investments in Africa

economies are of growing importance for German capi-

(Reuters 2019). Businesses like the wind energy, under

tal. Take the German car industry: The African market

pressure at home, are some of the businesses that seem to

for new cars is far from being saturated (Ibukun 2020;

benefit from the push for infrastructure in Africa. Impor-

Handelsblatt 2019d). The focus will be, following the

tant transnational German companies such as Siemens,

head of the German Afrikaverein, the German associa-

VW (discussed above), SAP, Bosch and DHL are out-

tion of enterprises with business in Africa, on e-mobility

reaching to the African continent (Riedel 2019), also

(Kannengießer 2019), a market that is growing very

beyond the abovementioned few countries.

slowly at home and thus carries great risks for the envis-

As a former colonial power having lost its presence in

aged restructuring of the industry, including the costs for

Africa early, Germany is an economic latecomer on the

research and development. One major incentive for FDIs

African continent and is trying to improve its economic

is to increase market access to amortise the development

and political footprint with diverse initiatives, as dis-

of costly new technology (Bieling 2011, 136) ‒ as in the

cussed in Chapter 3. It is also doing so in close coopera-

case of the German e-mobility development.

tion with the European Union.

Germany has not only a great trade surplus, it is also
global leader in terms of current account surplus (Hanvices than it imports, but also provides the credit to enable

2.2.2 European Economic Diplomacy,
Africa and Global Competition

external trading partners to buy these exports ‒ increas-

German economic foreign policies cannot be seen sepa-

ing the likelihood of indebted trading partners (ibid.). The

rately from the EU, since trade negotiations are carried out

above mentioned German push for market-based finance

at the EU level and not at the level of the individual mem-

in Africa (see Chapter 2.1; further discussion in Chapter

ber states. Facing global geo-economic and geopolitical

delsblatt 2019c). It not only exports more goods and ser-

6 — Kappel refers to numbers of the year 2018.
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competition, the EU tries to act militarily as well as on a

the elements of what can be seen as Economic Diplomacy:

broader economic level, increasingly as a common force.

“The term economic diplomacy implies the use abroad, by

This process is fraught with tensions, but the European

a state, of a wide spectrum of economic tools to secure its

Commission stresses correctly, that in 2050 not a single

national interest; the involvement of a range of actors

individual European country will be among the top eight

(civil society, public and private sector), and an array of

global economies by size (EC 2017, 14). Hence, only as a

issues such as security, natural resources like water, cli-

regional force, do individual European countries have

mate, energy, trade, growth, migration, investment, devel-

the chance to be part of the battle over global hegemony.

opment, influence and negotiation (…). The goal can be as

“The EU and its Member States are Africa’s biggest

narrow as boosting economic growth or as broad as devel-

partner on all accounts, be it in terms of investment,

oping geo-political influence and a diplomatic network

trade, official development assistance, or security” (EC

(…)” (Bouyala Imbert 2017, 4). Economic diplomacy aims

2020a, 2). For now, the EU remains Africa’s most impor-

to enable national businesses to access external markets,

tant trading partner ‒ with 235 bn euros of goods traded

bring FDI to national territory and to influence (interna-

in 2018, EU-Africa trade exceeded Chinese-African trade

tional) rules serving national interests (ibid.).

almost twice and was approximately five times Africa-US

The European External Action Service (EEAS) is

trade. In 2017, EU’s FDIs exceeded China’s and the US’s

instrumental for a more coordinated economic strategy

by more than five times (NYT 2020). Member states like

beyond trade. It was formally launched in 2011, based on

France and the Netherlands (and formerly the UK) are

the Lisbon Treaty signed in 2007, and entered into force

the most important countries of origin of FDI in Africa,

in 2009. With the EEAS, the 140 EU delegations were

and the EU remains the biggest donor for African coun-

incorporated and now form the basis for “real economic

tries. The French military, financial, commercial or dip-

diplomacy” (Bouyala Imbert 2017, 10). “Using the wide

lomatic influence in its former colonies remains very

network of EU delegations in the world should also help

strong, despite growing weak spots. Furthermore, France

European businesses, especially SMEs, to succeed on

tries to increase its economic presence beyond its tradi-

global markets. This could be done through support to

tional postcolonial spheres (Kappel 2020, 8) and remains

better seize opportunities created by trade and invest-

a crucial military force on the continent (Erforth 2020;

ment agreements, to overcome persistent market access

Powell 2017). Thus, despite the increased geopolitical

barriers or to promote strategic pan-European commer-

competition on the continent, which is enhancing the

cial projects” (EC 2017, 14).

negotiation power of African states (Pilling 2018), the EU

Since 2014/15, according to Bouyala Imbert (2017,

and its member states continue to have important means

10ff.), investment has also become a core feature in exter-

of leveraging their interest on the continent. This

nal strategy. The External Investment Plan (EIP) dis-

remains true, despite the EU member states themselves

cussed in Chapter 3.4.1 appears to be (so far) the most or

acting cooperatively competitively with varying intensi-

only outstanding and comprehensive project (Bouyala

ties (for France and Germany, see Banse 2019b).

Imbert 2017, 12; EC 2017, 13). In a brochure on the EIP,

On an economic level, the Global Europe Agenda of

the EC clearly confirms this relation: “The EU Economic

2006 was prominently set by the European Commission:

Diplomacy (EED) (…) initiative focuses on mobilising

a plan to increase Europe’s economic competitiveness on

European private sector on grounds of common interest,

a global scale vis-á-vis other countries and regions. To cir-

thus complementing and reinforcing EU development

cumvent blockages within the World Trade Organisation

policy objectives, and in view of reinforcing the promo-

(WTO) that have lasted since 2003, the EC envisaged

tion of strategic European economic interests and the

comprehensive bilateral Free Trade Agreements with

involvement and internationalization of EU companies

other countries and regions, covering also strongly con-

(including SMEs) in these regions. (…) The EU is pursu-

tested issues such as the liberalisation of investment

ing a pro-active and strategic view of EU economic inter-

rules or public procurement markets.

ests, through its Economic Diplomacy, thus increasing

Since the publishing of “Global Europe, Competing in

the coherence of external policies and tools. The objec-

the World” (EC 2006), several adaptions of this global strat-

tive is to optimise all levers at EU’s disposal to better

egy were made, framed now as European Economic Diplo-

advance these interests and to contribute to jobs and

macy. A study for the European Parliament summarizes

growth” (EC 2019a, 28, including Footnote 16; see also

Private Sector Promotion for Development? Chapter 2

Jones et al. 2020, 28 and Tröster et al. 2017, 74). For the
implementation of the EIP, the EU delegations play a
“fundamental role” (ibid.: 10) ‒ how this role is played

2.3 Foreign investments and Global
Production Networks in Africa

will be discussed in Chapter 3.4.1.
The EED and the EIP are also relevant for the imple-

Trade and investment policies are manufactured within

mentation and deepening of the Economic Partnership

the highly unequal economic relations of uneven devel-

Agreements (EPAs) Free Trade Agreements between

opment, and shaped by geo-economical and geopolitical

African (and Caribbean and Pacific) States, going in line

interests, as outlined in the previous chapter. They con-

with the Global Europe Agenda of 2006 (see above). The

tribute strongly to structure the international division of

negotiations over the EPAs were very conflictual and

labour, and therefore, the highly unequal patterns of pro-

exceeded the time frame set by the EU by many years.

duction and consumption. The place of a national econ-

One of the most controversial issues were negotiations

omy within this international division of labour, within

around investment, public procurement and competi-

the Global Production Networks, is decisive for its devel-

tion rights as well as services (Banse 2016, Chapter 4),

opmental perspectives and strategies. Trade and invest-

the so-called WTOplus or behind the border issues (see

ment agreements tend to substantially weaken the abili-

Glossary). Most of the so far negotiated (and partially

ties of developing countries to diversify their economies

implemented) regional EPAs with African states include

and keep the value added in their economies. Trade and

tariff reductions with negative effects ‒ especially for the

investment agreements today protect the industrial first

manufacturing sector and public budgets ‒ in African

comers on the cost of the late comers ‒ developing and

states (Grumiller et al. 2018), but do not include these

emerging economies. They also intensify competition

WTOplus issues. The African states rejected them in ref-

between the latter, which aim to upgrade within Global

erence to the shrinking economic policy spaces (Hurt et

Production Networks. Strong intellectual property rights

al. 2013). Nonetheless, the WTOplus issues are men-

are one of the strategic tools to ensure monopoly posi-

tioned in rendezvous-clauses of the regional EPAs ‒ they

tion of lead firms within Global Production Networks

are meant to be negotiated at a later stage, although

(Chang 2003; UNCTAD 2018a, 70; UNCTAD 2017, 30, 59,

some are in process already.

132ff.; see also Scherrer n.d; Gosh n.d).

7

In reference to the European Economic Diplomacy,

Africa’s economies are primarily dependant on the

the European Commission notes in 2017 that it will not

extraction of raw materials, leading the global commod-

accept slow implementation of Free Trade Agreements or

ity dependency (UNCTAD 2019, 3), leaving them vulner-

Free Trade Agreements of limited scope (as the current

able to volatile commodity prices, heavy outflows of

EPAs are): “The EU must be able not only to negotiate

wealth (see below), while providing few employment

broad agreements to tackle a wide range of global issues,

opportunities as well as contributing to undiversified

but also to ensure these agreements can be ratified and

economies (UNCTAD 2016, 84). The dependence on raw

implemented” (EC 2017, 14). The Commission states that

materials and the related outflow of wealth have long his-

the EU will continue to establish rules to protect interna-

torical roots in colonialism and were exacerbated by the

tional investment as well as open procurement markets

debt crisis and the consequent Structural Adjustment

in other regions and countries (ibid.). Following this pol-

Programs (SAP) of the 1980s and 1990s. These SAPs

icy strategy of Economic Diplomacy, the issues of the

structurally forced African countries to focus on their

EPAs return on the political agenda with the External

‚competitive advantage‘ ‒ which are the export of unpro-

Investment Plan as well as in the Compact with Africa

cessed or barely processed raw materials ‒ in interna-

and soon with the Post-Cotonou-Agreement, which are

tional trade to service their debts (Fischer 2020, 40;

discussed in Chapter 3.4.2.

Tanoh 2019, for decreasing manufacturing in the 1990s
see also de Vries et al. 2015). These developments lead to

7 — Meanwhile, for the first time, renegotiations on an interim EPA have begun between the EU and the 5 states of the Eastern and Southern
Africa Region (ESA-5). The EU Commission has submitted a negotiating text for the chapter “Investment Liberalization, Trade in Services,
and Digital Trade”, which largely confirms the analyses of this study on the objectives of the EU Commission. (EC 2021).
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a “premature deindustrialisation” or a very low level of

Production Networks might even be counterproductive

“stalled industrialisation” of many economies (UNCTAD

for the process of industrialisation. Those parts of GPNs

2016, 78ff.) with an only marginal manufacturing sector

with low value addition and relatively simple production

of low productivity (excluding partly North and South

may be easily accessible for developing countries, but

Africa) (ibid; UNECA 2016a, 22).

they are associated with few backward and forward link-

8

Recent high prices of natural resources resulted in

ages and knowledge transfers to the rest of the economy.

the recent economic growth in Africa; however, this had

This hampers the possibilities to economically upgrade

little effect on employment. The majority of labour works

in a more complex manner. Furthermore, it potentially

in vulnerable jobs in the so-called informal economy,

leads to specialisation with a small technological base

with an estimated rate of vulnerable employment for

and strong dependence on the lead firms in Global Pro-

Sub-Saharan Africa of 77.4%, which is the highest among

duction Networks, well visible in the case of the German

development economies (UNECA 2016a, 8). On the Afri-

automobile industry and its dependant production sites

can continent, we can observe highly uneven economic

in Eastern Europe and Northern Africa and the perma-

development ‒ both between and within countries (Jayne

nent threat of losing out in the competitive game (see in

et al. 2018; Gelb et al. 2014). This is also reflected in very

more general terms UNCTAD 2016, 119ff.; Milberg/Win-

high social inequality rates (WIR 2018, 42), and highly

kler 2013, 278ff.; UNCTAD 2018a, 45ff.).

uneven consumption growth projections (McKinsey

The effect of increased global competition and the

2016, 9). Overall, Africa has fallen behind world average

entrance of many developing countries into low level pro-

wages since 1980 (WIR 2018, 58).

duction are a pressure on prices of produced goods and,

The problems of resource dependency and vulnera-

therefore, on wages or generally on working conditions

ble employment in Africa are also acknowledged by the

(UNCTAD 2016, 132): “Therefore, TNCs from high-in-

EU and Germany, claiming to aim to successfully inte-

come countries are likely to continue to enjoy a ‘race to

grate African economies into Global Production Net-

the bottom’ among developing countries ‒ declining

works by supporting the private sector to upgrade in

global wages as a consequence of abundant supply of

order to achieve a more diversified economy and better

unskilled labour in those countries. At the same time,

employment conditions (BMZ 2017, 13; EC 2019c, 33ff.,

developing countries are likely to suffer from a ‘fallacy of

see also Chapter 3 of this report).

composition’ ‒ many of them entering the production of

The untold story in these policy papers, however, is

low-technology manufacturing goods in the belief that it

vast, and dismisses the power relations within GPNs as

will significantly boost their export earnings, only to find

well as its underlying logic. In order to reduce production

out that the earnings are nowhere as high as expected, as

costs to maximise profit, so-called lead firms, based

the prices of those goods have fallen exactly because so

mainly in industrialised countries, make their produc-

many countries have started to producing them” (UNECA

tion increasingly transnational and flexible, and so ever

2016a, 151).

more sophisticated, intensifying competition within the

With further integration of the economy into GPNs,

firm, between suppliers, between regions, countries and,

a rising fragmentation of the workforce can be detected,

within all of these levels as well as between labour (Hürt-

with the tendency of few relatively well paid skilled work-

gen 2015; Hürtgen 2019), contributing to highly hierar-

ers ‒ often also affected by job insecurities ‒ and low and

chical networks with lead firms governing their produc-

very low wages in production, often below reproduction

tion. While there are some few ‚success stories‘ like China

levels (Fischer 2020, 45; Hürtgen 2019, 5; Flecker 2010,

or South Korea ‒ which upgraded and industrialised

20f.; see also Milberg/Winkler 2013, 252), with women

under very specific economic, historical and (geo-)politi-

disproportionately affected by low wages. These tenden-

cal circumstances by applying a wide range of policy

cies contribute to wage inequality in developing coun-

tools ‒ the vast majority of countries were not able to sub-

tries (UNCTAD 2016, 122). Informal and contractual

stantially and sustainably upgrade within GPNs (Fischer

labour in its diverse forms is a crucial part of GPNs, low-

2020, 37f.; UNCTAD 2018a, 57ff.). Participating in Global

ering costs and increasing flexibility of production, with

8 — Different from Kappel/Reisen 2019, underlining the heterogenous structure (Kappel/Reisen 2019, 10f, 38; see also Gelb et al. 2014).
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the value captured by transnational companies. In the

systems, local value chains and formal rights and regula-

massive outsourcing down to homebased work or bonded

tions.” External needs are privileged over local income

wage labour, workers’ rights are outsourced as well, weak-

and protective regulation (ibid.).

ening labour rights massively (Fischer 2020, 45; UNC-

The relevance of African economies for Global Pro-

TAD 2016, 127; Milberg/ Winkler 2013, 250ff.; Meagher

duction Networks are well visible in the growing B2B

2019; Barrientos 2011; Jha 2016). Outsourcing, flexibilisa-

markets ‒ the business to business markets between and

tion and precarisation of the workforce in GPNs are also

within firms which contribute largely to the continent’s

widespread in countries with supposedly strong labour

growth (McKinsey 2017, 2).

rights such as Germany (see e.g. Birke/Bluhm 2020; Goes

How the value produced in Global Production Net-

2015) and the EU in general (for Central and Eastern

works is captured is of crucial importance for any devel-

Europe, see Hürtgen 2019).

opment perspective ‒ depending not least on govern-

With its dependence on raw material and low share of

ment policies (how are property rights regulated) and

manufacturing and low productivity, the abovementioned

firm ownership (is a firm fully foreign or domestically

problematics regarding integration into GPNs apply even

owned, does it involve joint ventures) (Henderson et al.

more strongly to the African context. Countries participat-

2002, 449, 459). These elements are decisive for how prof-

ing in GPNs with low-technology manufacturing goods

its generated are reinvested or repatriated, for whether

enter straight into global competition with similar pro-

there is a strong threat for divestment/leaving the coun-

ducers ‒ well visible in the garment industry of Ethiopia,

try in case policies do not match the demands of foreign

with wages way below those of Bangladesh (26 USD a

companies, whether there are technology transfers, back-

month in Ethiopia as against 95 USD a month in Bangla-

ward and forward linkages established etc. With a strong

desh) (Barret/Baumann-Pauly 2019, 9), supported by Ger-

presence of foreign capital, as is the case in Africa, poli-

man development cooperation (GIZ n.d.).

cies are usually built around the demands for foreign cap-

In addition to resource dependency and low manu-

ital: “(…) policy objectives are usually focused on provid-

facturing, we witness a strong dominance of foreign cap-

ing an attractive business climate for the lead firm

ital on the continent (Gibbon/Ponte 2005, 200f.), with

(including adequate infrastructure and a sufficiently

monopolizing tendencies well visible. For example, in

trained labour force) and avoiding any restrictions on the

2014 Danone bought 40% of East Africa’s largest milk

free flow of goods and finance that connect suppliers

company, providing access to over 140.000 milk farms in

along the chain” (UNCTAD 2018a, 71, on the influence of

East Africa, with plans for even further acquisition in

foreign capital, the EC and the IMF on labour laws in

North Africa (UNECA 2016a, 150ff.). From his analysis of

CEE, see Hürtgen 2019, 8).

the production of pineapple, cocoa and seed breeding,

The spill-overs from participating in these chains

Amanor (2019, 31) argues “(…) that integration into agri-

that serve the demands of the lead firms are far from evi-

business value chains intensifies the loss of autonomy of

dent (ibid.) and the political and economic power of the

farmers and makes them increasingly dependent upon

lead firms can be massive.

inputs, proprietary seeds, and the regulation of produc-

Generally, external/foreign investment can be instru-

tion by agribusiness and loss of control over processing

mental for domestic development strategies, if applied

and marketing. The outcome is the increasing extraction

and regulated strategically to steer economic sector devel-

of surplus by agribusiness and increasing cost of produc-

opment.

tion for farmers.” These monopoly tendencies are allow-

An integration into Global Production Networks can

ing powerful global companies to dictate economic con-

be used as part of a well-planned strategic industrial pol-

ditions, leading to falling incomes for producers, and to

icy, combining trade regulations to protect and promote

the expense of domestically rooted economic develop-

infant industries, subsidies including subsidized bank

ment. In her analysis of informal labour integrated into

loans, research and development, FDI-requirements such

GPNs in Morocco and South Africa, Meagher (2019, 85f.)

as joint ventures, local content, technology transfers, local

concludes: “(…) integration into GVCs [Global Value

sourcing or value addition requirements, and public pro-

Chains] also bypasses or undermines other types of ena-

curement policies to assist strategic industries ‒ to name

bling linkages at the local, regional and national levels.”

just a few (UNECA 2016a, 111; Chang/Grabel 2014, 139f.)

The connection into GPN “(…) sidelines local livelihood

‒ corresponding to measures taken already by economic
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latecomers and today’s industrialised countries like the

in the same period. Only one-third would be sufficient to

US, the UK or Germany (Chang 2003).

cover its external debt. Several estimations account for

Unregulated investment flows, however, imply multiple risks such as massive profit repatriation, illicit out-

even increasing illicit outflows over time, also using more
current data (UNECA 2016b, 120).

flows due to complex firm structures or mis-invoicing

The legalised outflows, probably even more relevant

(see below), monopoly powers on policymaking and

than illicit financial flows (UNECA 2016b, 119), are

structural economic dependencies, with potentially dev-

deeply rooted in the structures of Africa’s primary com-

astating consequences for communities, regions and

modity export sectors which are characterised by the

countries (see e.g. regarding Sierra Leone Lanzet 2016)

monopoly of benefits by dominant multinational compa-

including destabilizing entire political systems (best to

nies. Based on a study by the Bank of Ghana, it is esti-

observe in Chile in the 1970s) (Chang/Grabel 2014, 138)

mated that “98.3% of Ghana’s gold remains in the hands

or crowding out of domestic capital (ibid.).

of multinational companies” (della Croce 2019; see also

African countries are economic ‚latecomers‘ who

Hilson/Maconachie 2008, 88f.; Bracking 2009, 5,7).

face severe international competition in their domestic

Given that, for most African countries, commodities

realm, not the least of which were introduced by the

make up between 80 and 100% of their total merchandise

Structural Adjustment Programs (SAP) of the IMF and

exports, volatility in commodity prices are strongly

other conditional aid bound to economic liberalisation or

reflected in their public budgets, leading to increasing

the outplay of market power (to be seen e.g. in the case of

(external) debt in times of lower prices, which are not the

the EPAs).

least visible in currently rising sovereign debts (UNC-

As it will be shown in Chapter 3, the suggested pol-

TAD 2019, 2ff.; UNCTAD 2016, 84; UNECA 2016b, 130).

icy reforms of the EU and Germany will increase the

However, a change in the structure of African sover-

overall competitive framework, strengthening the posi-

eign debt can be detected. One important aspect is the

tion of foreign investors, while further limiting the pol-

rising relevance of market-based finance for sovereign

icy spaces needed for the above-mentioned strategic

debts. Capital markets have deepened, attracting both

industrial policies which would enable sustainable eco-

international and domestic (institutional) investors pur-

nomic development.

chasing sovereign bonds ‒ both in foreign and domestic
currency (UNECA 2016b, 131f; Culpeper/ Kappagoda

2.4 Sovereign and household
debts in Africa

2016, 16f.; Basset 2017). Combined with low or negative
interest rates in the US, EU and Japan and relatively high
yield expectations in African sovereign bonds of diverse
forms as well as real or exaggerated needs for infrastructure investment (see Chapter 2.1), the incentives for pri-
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Africa is facing tremendous outflows of wealth ‒ be it

vate investors to provide money is high, with African gov-

illicit e.g. via trade or transfer mispricing, led by multina-

ernments seeking additional forms of liquidity on the

tional companies, enabled by their complex structure and

other side (Kaiser 2019, 13; UNECA 2016b, 131f.; Basset

weakly enforced regulations, ever more complicated

2017). Market-based finance as discussed above is accom-

within complex Global Production Networks as dealt with

panied by high exposure to the volatilities of international

above (Ndikumana 2017, 1; UNECA 2016b, 121) or be it

financial markets ‒ well visible with the withdrawal of

legalized capital flight like profit repatriation, tax havens

capital during the COVID-19-crisis (see Chapter 2.1). Fur-

for FDIs or general outflow due to low prices for commod-

thermore, debt is provided to market conditions, leading

ities being extracted or produced in Africa. Furthermore,

to structurally high interest rates and debt monitoring

due to their purchasing practices, FDIs can additionally

becomes more challenging (Culpeper/Kappagoda 2016,

contribute to net outflows when their imported goods are

16f.; see also Basset 2017). Amongst other things, the

more expensive than their export earnings (UNECA

IMF’s position as a lender of last resort and the specific

2016a, 153; Henn 2020).

market discipline stemming out of the capital markets,

Considering illicit financial outflows alone, between

result in a relatively low risks of default for the investors

1970 and 2008, Africa lost around the same amount of

(Roos 2019; see also Kaiser 2019, 13) ‒ even though, as

money that it received via Official Development Assistance

seen during the Covid crisis, the risk can still materialise.
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Figure 4: Africa's debt situation: Map showing the debt situation of critically indebted countries in Africa, the debt trend and the
suspension of payments
Source: Misereor/Erlassjahr 2020, 3

The situation gets even more problematic when

access to credit can be deduced (Mutsonziwa/Fanta

faced with the hidden costs of the much fostered PPP

2019). These numbers are particularly worrisome because

and guarantees provided by the state in case of reduced

access to financial services for low-income households is

rates of returns (Vervynckt/Romero 2017; UNCTAD 2017,

portrayed as a panacea by leading development agencies,

136f., 141; UNECA 2016b, 132f.; see for a recent Nigerian

like the World Bank, G20 and OECD. The development

example Gabor 2020, 14f.).

agenda of ‚financial inclusion‘ has superseded the focus

Not surprisingly, levels of public debt in African

on microcredit, suggesting that poor people primarily

countries are rising (Misereor/Erlassjahr 2020, 3; UNECA

need access to full-fledged financial services, including

2016b, 130), with important German partner countries

bank accounts, credit, insurance and mobile money or

marked as “critically” indebted (Ghana and Tunisia).

e-payments. While access to credit has indeed increased

In recent years, the indebtedness of households in

through the rapid rise of microfinance in recent decades,

African countries has expanded, too. A recent study on

the promise of enabling poor people to lift themselves out

eleven Southern African Development Community

of poverty seems vastly overestimated (Duvendack/

(SADC) countries suggests that a quarter of all adults in

Mader 2019). In many ways, the overall social, economic

the region are over-indebted. An important detail to note

and political effects can even be considered as destruc-

is, that only about one-third of the adults in the region

tive from a social and sustainable development perspec-

access credit from banks or other institutionalised sources,

tive (Bateman et al. 2019a, 280ff., Bateman et al. 2019b;

but about 78% of all adults who had access to credit were

Mader 2015; Wichterich 2015). Since lending to poor peo-

over-indebted and more likely to be impoverished. Hence,

ple has proven profitable, many non-profit NGOs offer-

a strong connection between over-indebtedness and

ing microcredit have turned into large for-profit entities,
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listed on stock markets and funded by equity capital.

As several of the initiatives discussed below provide

Mader (2015, 118) estimated that this “financialization of

direct or indirect debt to African countries, it is of addi-

poverty” has generated profits for investors (e.g. through

tional relevance to remember the levels of sovereign and

microfinance investment vehicles) amounting to USD

household debt in mind when analysing initiatives that

125 billion between 1995 and 2012. Financial inclusion

aim to provide diverse forms of debt as well. The last

includes poor people into financial markets and brings

chapter on sovereign and household debt outlined not

“their poverty (…) as an investable asset for the rich”

only the dangers of rising debts in Africa, but also their

(Mader 2015, 118). On the African continent, financial

preventability. In recognizing the immense outflows of

technologies have experienced a rapid growth in recent

wealth by illicit financial flows, but even more impor-

years. According to Shapshak/Forbes, Africa is the fastest

tantly, by legalised outflows, the question of the need for

growing mobile finance market worldwide (Shapshak

external finance as such is striking.

2017; see also GSMA 2019), offering high charges on all

The following chapter outlines and discusses promi-

kinds of services such as money transfers, microcredit,

nent German and European initiatives, while Chapter 4

micro-insurance and others. Also, due to high penetra-

will conclude this report.

tion of foreign ownership in the fintech industry, profits
are not reinvested locally, so the value generated from
poor people leaves their communities (Bateman et al.
2019b; see also Pilling 2019). Bateman et al. thus speak of
financial technology as “digital mining” ‒ a new form of
resource extraction and plunder from Africa, leading primarily to the enrichment of foreign investors and local
elites on the back of poor populations and therefore contributing to the growing social inequality and private
indebtedness (Bateman et al. 2019b; UNCTAD 2017: 100;
see also Mutsonziwa/Fanta 2019).
Despite severe criticism, German development institutions keep advocating financial inclusion as a prime
strategy to alleviate poverty.

2.5 Conclusion
The financialization of the Official Development Aid and
infrastructure funding, including the de-risking measures
to attract the “global pool of private finance”, the geopolitical and geo-economical competition on the African continent as well as Germany’s and EU’s position within this
competition give first insights regarding possible motivations for the recent German and European Africa initiatives. The discussion regarding Africa’s development perspectives in Global Production Networks and its related
investment conditions ‒ providing reduced competition
for those at the top and increased competition for those at
the bottom ‒ outlined first the interests involved in further influencing these economic conditions in the interest of European capital while also shedding a critical light
on the strong focus on FDI, both from external donors
and African governments themselves.
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Germany’s and EU’s private sector
promotion in Africa
This chapter analyses the different policy projects of the

Ethiopia, Ghana, Benin, Egypt, Guinea, Togo, Burkina

recent years ‒ both of the German government as well as

Faso. On the side of the G20, Germany remains, by far,

those of the European Union. First, the main German

the most active driving force behind the implementation

initiatives will be analysed against the context of the

of this initiative.

preceding pages. These are the Compact with Africa, the

The CwA faced criticism from different angles9. This

Marshall Plan with Africa and the Development-Invest-

research focusses on CwA policy suggestions regarding (1)

ment-Fund/Entwicklungsinvestitionsfond (EIF). Subse-

services, investment regulations and public procurement

quently, the European External Investment Plan and,

markets; and (2) on the restructuring of domestic finan-

briefly, the Post-Cotonou-Process will be looked at.

cial markets. In doing so, the following analysis situates

These projects/policy papers are not only relevant for

the CwA first in past negotiations mainly about the first

a more comprehensive understanding of German ODA in

line of issues (services, investment, public procurement)

Africa. They also pertain ongoing regular activities, espe-

between the EU (and therefore also Germany) and Afri-

cially those of the DEG/KfW, which need to be researched

can states within the framework of the Economic Partner-

more comprehensively.

ship Agreements (EPAs). Secondly, and closely relating to

Furthermore, projects of financial inclusion men-

the first aspect, the CwA needs to be situated within the

tioned above are only briefly dealt with. Both are impor-

above discussed agenda of de-risking investments and the

tant aspects of German development cooperation but

financialization of Official Development Aid (see Chapter

would exceed the framework of the given report.

2.1). The CwA can even be seen as one of the most comprehensive papers conceptualising de-risking policies

3.1 Compact with Africa

(Banse 2019a).
Privatisation of public services, liberalisation of

The Compact with Africa (CwA) is an initiative of the

investment rules, deregulation of public procurement

G20 under the presidency of Germany, issued in 2017.

The liberalisation of services has been highly disputed on

The CwA is written by the German Federal Ministry of

both the multilateral and the bilateral levels. One of the

Finance and is published by the AfdB, IMF and the WB.

criticisms is based on the fact that an opening of service

It formulates policy recommendations to foster private

markets for external investors under the principles of the

investment ‒ with a strong focus on external investment.

WTO will lead to a privatisation of public services lead-

It consists of three pillars: First, the Macroeconomic

ing to unequal access (geographically as well as income

Framework with reform suggestions regarding invest-

and, related to it, gender wise) and decreasing standards

ment friendly tax systems or for a better “performance” of

of these services (Hermann 2014; Oxfam 2014). Further-

public services (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 16). The second pil-

more, domestic service providers will be ousted due to

lar aims to improve the legal conditions for private invest-

harsh international competition.

ment (Business-Framework). The third pillar, the Financ-

At the level of the WTO, the General Agreement on

ing Framework, intends to improve access to finance for

Trade in Services (GATS) regulates service liberalisations

companies and states. This pillar strongly focusses on

via so-called positive lists, explicitly naming services to

broadening and deepening financial markets in partici-

be liberalised in each country. Proponents of comprehen-

pating African countries. These reform elements can be

sive free trade agreements like the Economic Partnership

implemented in a modular way, adapted to the economic

Agreements (see Glossary) want to go beyond this

situation of each individual country. The initiative is gen-

approach, pleading for so-called negative lists. These

erally open to all African countries agreeing to implement

negative lists would mention only those services not to be

a suggested and nationally adapted reform agenda which

liberalised under the agreement, meaning all those ser-

will be monitored biannually (CwA n.d.). So far, twelve

vices not named would be opened for international com-

African countries are cooperating in the framework of the

petition. Given the complexity of the service sectors in

CwA: Côte d’Ivoire, Morocco, Rwanda, Senegal, Tunisia,

each country and their importance for its population and

9 — For an overview, see Banse 2019a,80
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economy, this ‚GATSplus‘ agenda remains highly dis-

also Chapter 2.1). Equal treatment under the given very

puted and has not yet been integrated in most of the

different competitive opportunities of companies is detri-

EPAs with African countries.

mental to developmental planning (see Chapter 2.3).

Whereas bilateral free trade agreements like the

The third principle is the plea for free capital flow, to

EPAs are (semi-)concluded in long and conflictual nego-

be limited only under very special circumstances (ibid.),

tiations, mostly critically accompanied by public inter-

allowing, e.g. the free repatriation of profits with the det-

est, the CwA circumvents any kind of negotiations. Due

rimental effects discussed in Chapter 2.3 Furthermore,

the limited “in-house commercial and legal skills” (AfdB/

governments have to ensure legal enforcement mecha-

IMF/WB 2017, 26) of the African states, the CwA suggests

nisms by providing “access to neutral and effective dis-

that contracts, e.g. Public Private Partnerships (PPP) (see

pute resolution mechanisms” (ibid.). In doing so, the

Glossary) and partly privatised services, are to be stand-

CwA refers to the controversial Investor-to-State-Dis-

ardised (ibid., 25ff.). In doing so, the CwA refers to the

pute-Settlement mechanisms (ibid., 22, note 38)10. But

World Bank favouring PPPs even more than the IMF and

the CwA goes even beyond these. It refers to the long last-

does not seriously consider the enormous fiscal and

ing legal disputes to be avoided in the interest of “harmo-

social risks related to PPP (Vervynckt/Romero 2017; see

nious” relations between states and (foreign) investors

also Alexander 2017; Gabor 2020). Standardized PPP

(ibid., 23). Therefore, newly implemented state institu-

contracts enable legally well-secured partial privatisation

tions should search the exchange with the investors and

of services without the need of WTO-conforming trade

help solve investor claims long before a legal dispute

agreements with public discussions or protest, as seen

materialises: “An early warning and tracking mechanism

with the EPAs. The CwA argues for the commercialisa-

to identify and resolve complaints and issues that arise

tion/commodification of public services under cost effi-

from government conduct could help fill this gap, ulti-

ciency, meaning a noticeable increase in user fees (AfdB/

mately preventing legal disputes and facilitating harmo-

IMF/WB 2017, 16f.). This is also done to improve invest-

nious relations between investors and governments.

ment opportunities for private companies: “Deeper

(ibid., 23, italicisation by the author). In doing so, the

forms of private sector participation (…) may become rel-

CwA exceeds the already controversial dispute mecha-

evant once cost recovery improves to an acceptable level

nisms ‒ before a legal claim can be set against a state, the

and risks to private investors to secure reliable long-term

wishes of investors can be complied to via the “System-

returns on infrastructure are adequately mitigated” (ibid.,

atic Investor Response Mechanism”(SIRM) (ibid., 23) at

17). Templates for PPP contracts, public efforts to

the executive level ‒ fast, risk free and without any public

increase the “cost recovery” of public services and other-

attention, and therefore control. All potential “govern-

wise covering multiple risk of profit reduction can be

ment conduct” (ibid.) limiting the profit margins of inves-

seen as the second and third step (adapting regulatory

tors, such as environmental, health, tax, labour, competi-

and policy reforms as well as providing public means) in

tion, mining and many other issues, will be under review

the cascade approach of de-risking investment for crowd-

with the SIRM. These proposals for adapting investment

ing in private finance (see Chapter 2.1).

rules are compatible with the second step of the de-risk-

Equally important appears to be the reference to the
“key good principles” (ibid., 22) provided by governments

commercial route to development (see Chapter 2.1).

for investor protection, such as the protection against

Another element of the CwA, also a so-called

“unlawful, direct or indirect expropriation” (ibid.), or the

WTOplus issue (see Glossary), is the deregulation of pub-

formal guarantee of equal treatment of all investors –

lic procurement (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 14, 15, 17). In refer-

domestic or foreign, small or big, public or private. Espe-

ring to national economic sovereignty, public procure-

cially the term “indirect expropriation” has been strongly

ment is not part of current WTO treaties, nor is it a bind-

disputed as it applies, e.g. to regulatory measures regard-

ing part of most EPAs with African states. In the CwA,

ing environmental, health or social protections putting

like in the EU-Agenda of the EPAs (BMZ 2007) a “com-

assumed profit margins into question (IDEAs 2011, 4; see

petitive and transparent” public procurement policy is

10 — See as a critique e.g., CEO/TNI 2012; CEO 2017
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ing Cascade approach, lancing policy reforms to ensure a
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promoted (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 15, 17). In practice, this

Chapter IV; for an account of the functionality of blend-

means free for tenders in public procurement procedures,

ing, see Glossary). Third, because to sell a project to pri-

favouring international bidders as they can provide

vate investors, project finance needs to be cut in pieces:

cheaper offers, at the cost of smaller, local and national

“Project financing instruments may be sliced into

ones (ActionAid et al. 2008; see also Claar/Nölke 2013).

tranches to match the different appetite for risk of differ-

The examples of PPP, investment and public pro-

ent investors” (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 29). Further, different

curement regulations show how the CwA contributes to

projects could be pooled together in portfolios to also

the efforts to liberalise or deregulate so-called behind the

attract investors with a “low risk appetite” (ibid., 30), like

border issues (see generally here Bieler/Morton 2014,

pension funds. In concrete terms, the CwA conceptual-

41f.; see also Glossary). Contrary to the EPAs, the CwA

ises infrastructure project financing by issuing bonds and

does not address African regions, but cooperating states.

equity to be traded in financial markets (see Chapter 2.1)

This approach eases negotiations and sets benchmarks

globally as well as domestically.

for other African states, for rendezvous in the framework

Amongst other things, to enable these financial mar-

of the EPAs or for negotiations around the ODA of the

ket activities, the CwA aims to support African countries

European Union ‒ corresponding with the European

in transforming their financial sector by creating favoura-

Economic Diplomacy approach (see Chapter 2.2.2) as

ble conditions for market-based finance (or shadow bank-

well as the External Investment Plan (see below).

ing). In acknowledging the risk of boom-bust cycles under-

Furthermore, many aspects of the PPP templates

pinning the reliance on foreign investors, the CwA aims to

and SIRM (see above) go beyond the agenda of FTAs

root these financial markets domestically, e.g. by creating

known so far, insofar as they shield investment regula-

domestic institutional investors with long term invest-

tion even more from public debate and control. Addition-

ment interest ‒ such as pension funds and insurance com-

ally, especially the two first aspects discussed (PPPs and

panies. Referring to existing pension systems, the CwA

investor protection) correspond smoothly with the above

recommends that African states: “(…) adopt structural and

discussed de-risking agenda for crowding in (interna-

parametric reforms to improve the solvency of pension

tional) finance. In its last chapter, the CwA outlines this

fund systems, as well as the coverage of the population”

goal in more detail.

(AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 38). In establishing and enlarging
private pension schemes in African societies, pension

Deepening financial markets

funds are created to act as institutional investors with long

In the Financing Framework, the last chapter of the CwA,

term interest and, therefore further privatising social secu-

it is formulated very openly, that the CwA aims to create

rity systems, with the attendant individual risks and nega-

improved investment opportunities for the “global pool

tive effects on social equality. Parallelly, the CwA pushes

of private finance” (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 29), primarily

for a deregulation of pension funds, e.g. in the EU, in order

for institutional investors (pension funds, hedge funds,

to allow bigger investments outside the OECD, e.g. in Afri-

insurances, asset managers and others) by mitigating

can infrastructure projects. In aiming to create further

their risks (ibid.). Without referring to it directly, this last

asset classes for domestic and foreign investors, it suggests

chapter substantiates the de-risking agenda of the World

enlarging market-based housing markets, including secu-

Bank outlined above (Chapter 2.1).

ritised mortgages (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 35ff.) ‒ collaterals

Prominent is the suggestion to use ODA increasingly
for minimizing risks of private investment (ibid., 29f.).

which have already been a central part of the subprime crisis leading to the global financial crisis in 2008/2009.

This “blending” (ibid.) or leveraging is meant to attract

An important element of these domestically rooted

private money and thus multiply the impact of ODA (see

financial markets, heavily promoted by Germany within

Chapter 2.1). But blending is also much criticised. First,

the G7 and G20, are Local Currency Bond Markets

because public money is used for reducing private risks

(LCBM) (ibid., 29ff.). Contrary to sovereign bonds in

and increasing private profits. Second, because of its

US-Dollars or Euros, local currency bonds are mostly

focus on public infrastructure that is “marketable” ‒ or

more expensive (are issued with higher interest rates)

“bankable” (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 37). This marketability

because the borrowing governments no longer have to

orientation hinders a democratic planning of infrastruc-

assume currency risks (ibid., 31f.; see also IMF et al.2013,

ture along developmental needs (UNCTAD 2018a,

5; Culpeper/Kappagoda 2016, 4).
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LCBMs as conceptualised in the CwA and earlier ini-

market-based finance to structurally high and volatile

tiatives of the G20, are meant as a cornerstone for the

market interest rates. Further, it advocates strongly for

abolishment of capital controls. Bernd Braasch of the

PPPs, known to be hidden debt-generators (Vervyckt/

Bundesbank, an institution heavily involved in the con-

Romero 2017; also see above). The CwA contains debt

ceptualising of LCBMs within the framework of the G20,

managing mechanisms, which might help reduce general

states: “(…) deeper local currency bond markets will help

risks, but will not change anything regarding debt alloca-

to reduce or avoid external imbalances (…). More diversi-

tion as such nor will they, according to Rehbein and

fied domestic financial systems strengthen the ability of

Bokosi (2018), provide any help in times of crises.

countries to absorb an increasing volatility of interna-

Even if the CwA has not yet lead to increased invest-

tional capital flows and therefore dampen the need or

ment of German capital in Africa (Kappel/Reisen 2019;

incentive to reintroduce capital controls (…)” (Braasch

Kappel 2020), it matters, also because it is the leading

2012). The reduced room for manoeuvre on capital con-

document of the German Africa policies to promote pri-

trols matters for poor countries because foreign investors

vate sector development in Africa. It, therefore, struc-

in local currency bond markets are highly sensitive to

tures not only German initiatives to foster the private

exchange rate risk: currency depreciation accelerates

sector, but also influences the Africa policies of the Euro-

portfolio investor flight, creating further depreciating

pean Union. These EU initiatives also supported its

pressures (Hofman et al. 2020).

implementation, even without the tag of ‚CwA‘.

In a footnote, the CwA hints at this problem of foreign

In the following sections discussing the diverse initi-

investors in local bond markets: “The participation of

atives of Germany and the EU, the structuring character

non-residents in the domestic government securities mar-

of the CwA will become visible.

kets is generally not advisable at an early stage because of
the risk of sudden or large-scale reversals in capital flows
that can result in a boom–bust pattern in asset prices if

3.2 The Marshall Plan with Africa

secondary markets are shallow and illiquid” (AfdB/IMF/
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WB 2017, 33). In a later stage though, the object is for the

The Marshall Plan with Africa was also published in

external investors to benefit from deepened domestic

2017, but unlike the CwA, this was issued by the Federal

financial markets. These deep financial markets are an

Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development

important element to assure their liquidity and, therefore,

(Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenar-

de-risk investments, e.g. in former public infrastructure

beit und Entwicklung, the BMZ). It situates the German

designed to ensure a promising rate of return. As noted

Africa policy within that of the EU and encourages focus-

already in Chapter 2.1, we can unfortunately already wit-

ing, while cooperating with Africa, “(…) on fair trade,

ness the effects of these open financial markets in DECs,

more private investment, more bottom-up economic

with investors leaving these economies in times of uncer-

development, more entrepreneurial spirit and, above all,

tain yield expectations (Barbosa et al. 2020).

more jobs and employment” (BMZ 2017, 4). It wants to

Germany took on a leading role in the policy pro-

reinforce “African ownership” and for leaving the “days of

cesses designing LCBMs in DEC. It did so mainly since

‘aid’ and of ‘donors and recipients’ (…) behind us. (…) to

2007, first within the G7 and then later within the G20.

engage in a partnership of equals” (ibid.).

LCBMs can be seen as an important cornerstone to

The Marshall Plan contains several policy recom-

strengthen the ‘resilience’ of global financial markets

mendations regarding economic activity, trade and

without stronger regulations but with enlarged de-risking

employment; peace and security and democracy/ rule of

mechanisms, enabling profit generation with the ‘global

law. As overarching topics are the stronger support of

pool of private finance’ (Banse 2019a; Gabor 2020; Gabor

girls and women as well as education and training men-

2018; see Chapter 2.1).

tioned (BMZ 2017, 12).

The CwA aims to build the foundation for new forms

The Marshall Plan encompasses more than “100

of (sovereign) development finance. It is not conceptual-

ideas for reform” (BMZ 2017, 12), out of which several

ising these as ODA flows based on grants or public credits

appear to be a reaction on the critiques of German or

with low interest rates. It provides the ground for massive

European relations with Africa. One prominent reply

debt allocation with shadow banks as creditors, providing

appears to be the plea for equal partnership, the other a
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reference to fair trade relations and protective tariffs as

as policy space to decide over economic reforms domesti-

well as the establishment of local value chains (ibid.,

cally appears to be closed.

13,17). In order to assess the Marshall Plan, it is necessary

For the proclaimed aim to move from “free trade” to

to look at the aspects chosen out of the “100” being real-

“fair trade” (BMZ 2017, 13) the BMZ acts within the policy

ised on the ground.

frameworks of the EU, which is responsible for all the

The Marshall Plan outlines “new forms of coopera-

trade relations of its member states. It can be assumed

tion”, aiming for “reform partnerships” (ibid., 13) on joint

that the advocacy for “protective tariffs” (ibid., 17) reaches

economic cooperation, replacing the idea of providing or

as limited in time and scope as regulated in the EPAs.

receiving aid. Therefore, the cooperation of Germany will

The EPAs allow some exceptions and different paces of

focus on countries that are “reform oriented” (ibid., 13; see

liberalisation, but are basically aiming for a reciprocity of

also BMZ n.d. c). The hitherto selected countries for these

the trade relations between the EU and African states

economic co-operations are so far also part of the CwA.

(see Chapter 2.2.2 as well as Glossary).

Additional selection criteria are an “outstanding willing-

The selected partner countries so far are Tunisia,

ness for reform and efforts to improve good governance

Ghana, Ivory Coast (contracts of cooperation since 2017),

and the conditions for private sector activities” (BMZ n.d.

Senegal, Ethiopia and Morocco (contracts of cooperation

b, translated by the author). In linking the Marshall Plan

since end of 2019). With each country, priority sectors are

closely to the CwA as well as stressing the relevance of the

set: the cooperation with Ghana and Ivory Coast focusses

private sector, those policies of the Plan that are in line

on renewable energy and energy efficiency, and with

with those of the CwA will be (among) the most relevant

Tunisia on bank and financial sector reform. For the other

out of the “hundred” other suggestions. These are, attract-

three partner countries, no priority is yet officially set.

ing large institutional investors via substantial de-risking

Regarding the concrete content and implementation

(BMZ 2017, 15), including the therefore necessary support

11
of these partnerships further research is clearly needed .

for domestic financial markets (ibid., 17, 30), the deregula-

As the partnership goes in line with the CwA and its

tion of public procurement (ibid., 22); and the creation of

reform suggestions, it can be plausibly assumed that the

an environment for “doing business” and a “climate for

economic policies and investments regarding renewable

investment and innovation” (ibid., 17).

energy and energy efficiency (Ghana and Ivory Coast)

The Marshall Plan signals that instruments of devel-

will all be oriented to the de-risking agenda outlined in

opment policies, the ODA, will be made “more flexible so

Chapter 2.112. Likewise, in Tunisia one main focus of

we can respond to political changes more quickly and

reform will most likely lie on improving the conditions

effectively” (ibid., 13). Combining this signal with the plan

for market-based finance with the abovementioned risks.

to “(t)alk straight with those opposed to reform rather
than showing diplomatic restraint” (ibid., 22), and a concretization on the website that “certain tranches of finance
are only paid after previously defined steps of reform are
reached” (BMZ n.d. b, translated by the author), indicate a

3.3 Entwicklungsinvestitionsfonds
(Development Investment Fund)

straight (economic) conditionalization of aid, visible in
the concrete cooperation as well. A stronger conditionali-

For further implementing the CwA, the German govern-

zation of aid corresponds also to the indicated practices at

ment has created an Investment Fund; it was unveiled in

the European level (see Chapter 2.2.2). This conditional-

June 2019 (BMZ 2019).

ized ODA not only reflects the false attempt of “equal part-

The overall budgeted amount is envisaged to be 1 bn

nership”, it also shows the ongoing relevance of “aid” that

Euros, even though the concretely spent funds appear to

was aimed to be ended. Furthermore, as the ODA is so

be less (Bundesregierung 2020; Grünewald 2020). The

strongly bound to economic reform along the lines of the

fund contains three elements: loan provisions for Euro-

CwA, it calls the entire plea for democracy into question,

pean and German SMEs (Africa Connect), analytical and

11 — The government mandated evaluation institute DEval plans evaluations of these reform partnerships (DEval 2020).
12 — see more generally for the energy sector Haag/Müller 2019 and Claar 2020
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network support for German enterprises (Wirtschaftsnet-

Debt providing Alternative Investment Funds can be

zwerk Afrika/Economic Network Africa) and provision of

categorised as institutional investors or as ‚shadow bank‘

13
risk capital for African SMEs (AfricaGrow) .

(Gerstenberger 2019, 1), providing market-based finance,
e.g. to companies (ibid.). It is unknown how the Kreditfond for AfricaConnect is concretely structured and

3.3.1 Africa Connect

financed. Given that the KfW itself is strongly bond

Africa Connect aims to support German and European

financed and benefits from the guarantees of the Ger-

enterprises in investing in CwA countries with attractive

man government (Naqvi et al. 2018, 9ff ), the construc-

loan provisions. Unlike current programs, the focus of

tion of an AIF for credit provision for companies invest-

Africa Connect lies on SME. Next to German and Euro-

ing in Africa is as such not surprising. However, it under-

pean enterprises, private companies with an African

lines once more the relevance of market-based finance

headquarter can also request loans if they have European

for development policies as such, but also for financing

shareholders or longstanding contract relations with

the activities of German companies abroad. With the

European companies (BMZ 2019). Support is mainly

involvement of private investors, the publicly installed

given via low-risk loans, consulting services and match-

credit fund needs to generate profit, with the guarantees

making via DEG networks in Africa (DEG 2019).

of the German government.

The amounts provided are set between 750.000 EUR

Regardless of its concrete structure and mode of

and 4 mn. EUR. The maturities are between three and

finance, AfricaConnect is based on the idea that FDIs

seven years. The loans are regarded as equity and do not

bring sustainable development in African countries

have to be dealt with as priority in case of project failure

(BMZ 2019). This paradigm has been criticized in Chap-

(BMZ 2019).

ter 2.3, on the basis that the strong focus on FDIs creates

The implementing institution is the Deutsche Inves-

economic and political dependencies and a competitive

titions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft (DEG), as a sub-

environment detrimental for domestically rooted devel-

sidiary of the German Development Bank Kreditanstalt

opment strategies. Nonetheless, it was acknowledged

für Wiederaufbau (KfW). Interestingly, and in full accord-

that FDIs could bring added value under specific condi-

ance with the above discussed trend to market-based

tions ‒ a regulatory framework assuring, e.g. technology

finance (Chapter 2.1), the loans are not provided directly

transfers or employment effects. However, the policies

via the DEG but via a “trust” based in Mauritius (Bundes-

under the CwA as well as under the External Investment

regierung 2020). According to the government, the trust

Plan (EIP) discussed below propose a strong deregulation

is planned to be replaced by a debt providing Alternative

of investment rules, making these kinds of development

Investment Fund (AIF, Kreditfonds) based in Germany

effects highly unlikely.

(ibid.). Despite the outsourcing of credit provision to this

In addition to these general concerns of investment

fund/Kreditfonds, the German government claims that

liberalisation and the related difficulties of developing

the BMZ decides the criteria of loan provision, and that

domestically rooted development strategies, the condi-

concrete decisions will be taken by the manager of the

tionalities for loan provision under AfricaConnect

fund. The manager itself is controlled by an advisory

remain foggy, and, not least related to the foggy indica-

board, in which DEG and BMZ are represented (Bundes-

tors, the general monitoring of the developmental effects

regierung 2020). So far, it remains unclear who the man-

of these investments are highly questionable:

ager of the fund will be or what the operating mode of the

1) What is known so far regarding the developmental

advisory council will be. According to the German gov-

conditions for loan provision are that the investments

ernment, a maximum of 200 mn Euros will be provided

should have a “recognizable” effect on the “development

for the fund, one half by public funds and the other via

of the envisaged market [Zielmarkt]” (BMZ 2019, trans-

private investors (Bundesregierung 2020).

lated by the author), which could be “for example” (ibid.)

13 — In addition to these three aspects, the government of Germany also states that the AfricaGreenTec initiative for renewable energy and
energy efficiency is part of the EIF as well systematic support for SME finance in Africa is planned as well as “further programmes”
(Bundesregierung 2020). Regarding the AfricaGreenTec Initiative, hardly any information is made public (ibid.).
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a direct effect on employment with “good working condi-

running. Much more systematic research is needed to get

tions” or the introduction of new technology or innova-

an overall picture on the activities of the DEG in Africa;

tive services on African markets. Thus, the creation of

research that not only focusses on the newest and most

employment is only one out of several other options.

prominent tools.

How these effects should be measured from a sustainable
developmental perspective remain open. 2) The DEG as
the implementing institution has a poor record in trans-

3.3.2 AfricaGrow

parency and refers to bank or corporate secrets when it

The “AfricaGrow” initiative is meant to provide risk and

comes to public control of its supported investments

venture capital for African SMEs and start-ups via a

(Lanzet 2016, 34ff.; Adivasi-Koordination et al., 2010.

Fund-of-Fund structure, brought into life by the KfW,

The German Government states clearly: “The DEG pub-

and implemented and managed by the asset manager

lishes the projects financed via AfricaConnect on the

Allianz Global Investors (KfW 2019b) which belongs to

website of the DEG. Further information, e.g. on envi-

the leading German insurance company Allianz SE. The

ronmental or social plans, cannot be published due to

basis is a structured fund, also popular in development

regulations of data protection and others” (Bundesregi-

finance, often in combination with blended development

erung 2020, translation by the author). Hence, it remains

finance (see Glossary). Therefore, one of the main char-

open and not publicly controllable, if the investments

acteristics of a structured fund in development policies is

supported by the DEG have a sustainable effect on

that risks of loss, up to a certain level, are covered by a

employment ‒ a major goal set by the German govern-

public donor, to minimize risks for private investors

ment. In a similar setting, the CEO of a fund (AATIF, see

(DEval 2019; Bundesregierung 2020). This again refers,

Chapter 3.3.2) was unable to tell if funded companies

like AfricaConnect, to the third step within the Cascade

paid their taxes properly (FIAN 2019).

approach, the de-risking project discussed in Chapter 2.1.

Unfortunately, the government mandated evaluation

As a “Fund of Funds” AfricaGrow invests in other

institute DEval will only evaluate the instruments of

private equity funds and risk capital funds active in Afri-

financial cooperation in 2021 (DEval 2020, 13). It will be

can countries and regions. Following the KfW, the main

interesting to see how DEval deals with the requested

focus of AfricaGrow’s activities will be on CwA-countries,

needs of confidentiality for a sound evaluation.

especially on the ones the BMZ is cooperating with

There was some scepticism on the acceptance of Afri-

closely in reform partnerships (KfW 2019a; KfW 2019b;

caConnect by German enterprises (Kappel 2020). Even

see also Bundesregierung 2020) as well as on funds with a

though 290 companies sought information over a loan

“strong private sector approach” (KfW n.d. a, translated

(the vast majority of them were German), only three con-

by the author).

tracts were signed in the year 2019 in the first six months

Possible investment areas, according to KfW and

of the program’s existence. In the beginning of 2020, 20

BMZ, are Fintech, the manufacturing industry, agricul-

projects were examined for loan provision and classified

ture including agriculture technology, education includ-

as promising (Kappel 2020, 11). It should be considered

ing educational technology, health and health technol-

that especially small and medium enterprises seem to be

ogy, traffic/mobility, communication, e-commerce, off-

hesitant to invest in Africa, cultural prejudices included.

grid and other (KfW n.d. a). Little is known about the

However, as mentioned above, the representatives of the

concrete criteria for investments in African companies

Afrikaverein appear very optimistic that distances will

by these funds. The German government claims that the

shrink. Given the fact that a program needs some time to

creation of employment is one major “performance indi-

be established and that companies need to integrate this

cator” (Bundesregierung 2020). According to the German

new loan options into their planning, it can be assumed

Government, the decisions over the investments will be

that the program will develop another dynamic. This is

taken by the manager ‒ i.e., by Allianz Global Investors ‒

especially so, given the growing market, investment and

based on a thus far unknown investment strategy pro-

sourcing options that the continent provides.

vided by the government, with the DEG holding an advi-

AfricaConnect was founded in order to support Ger-

sory position for investments (Bundesregierung 2020).

man and European SMEs to invest in (or trade with)

Private equity and venture capital funds, in which

Africa. Other instruments for larger companies are already

AfricaGrow will invest, aim to get equity to sell at a profit
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or list on a stock exchange at a later stage. Venture capital

underlines its binding character (Bundesregierung 2020),

funds are a subcategory of private equity funds, as they

but misses specifying control mechanisms. It states that

often invest in equity at an early stage of the company

AfricaGrow assures that the funds and the companies

(such as in start-ups), whereas private equity funds invest

invested in are continuously improving the management

in less risky, more mature companies in moments of

of ecological and social compliance in fulfilling interna-

change or crisis, promising a profitable yield-risk-ratio ‒

tional standards in a set time frame. A special focus is on

focusing on restructuring the targeted company to

standards such as the ILO core labour standards or the

increase the company value, e.g. by changing the man-

UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

agement or labour relations to increase the value of the

The investors receive reports on the performance of Afri-

enterprise for a higher rate of return. Private equity funds

caGrow, including the employment creation according to

especially finance the purchasing of a company via debts,

the so-called Development Effectiveness Rating (DER-

which then need to be served by the bought company in

a)-System of the DEG (Bundesregierung 2020; see also

the future (Schmitt, 2019; Böttger 2006, 23ff).

KfW n.d. b).

Given these characteristics of a risk equity and ven-

In replying to the question of the composition of the

ture capital fund, it is true though, that no interest has to

advisory board, the German Government responds that

be paid (Bundesregierung 2020), but profits need to be

an investor council will be founded (Bundesregierung

increased in order to provide a dividend for the investor.

2020) ‒ about the role of any other stakeholders, includ-

This profit is to be generated by the company and its

ing the government, nothing is mentioned (besides the

workers. The fact that an “exit” ‒ i.e., selling the company

fact that the BMZ’s access to all the documents are avail-

at a profit ‒ “is only possible if a suitable follow-up financ-

able at KfW/DEG and that the DEG has advisory status

ing is found” (ibid., translated by the author), is simply

(ibid., 11,12)). It is striking that the private investors

another form of claiming that the company can only be

apparently have major monitoring tasks, if not the most

sold (in this case by the investor) once the company is

important ones ‒ also in terms of keeping up develop-

restructured and affords the best possible rate of return

mental standards. That in itself is having a fox guard the

for the fund.

henhouse. Regarding its general transparency and possi-

In making a general comment on funds in development policies, the German government stresses: “(…) the

bility for public control, the same limitations apply to
AfricaGrow as for AfricaConnect.

grounding principle of funds is to generate yield to pay

Apart from well-founded specific doubts about stand-

costs for administration and to pay the surplus to the

ards being met and the provision of long-term finance,

shareholders” (Bundesregierung 2020, translated by the

severe general doubts about the projects remain:

author). For a similarly structured fund, the Africa Agriculture and Trade Investment Fund (AATIF) which was

1) The process is completely externally dominated ‒ by

founded by the BMZ and is managed by the Deutsche

the German government, Allianz Global Investors,

Bank, the German NGO, FIAN, that of its ca. 33 mn USD

and the investing funds. Domestic developmental

of interest return from its operative business in Africa, 21

planning on the African side is apparently absent ‒

mn USD went to managers and investors, of which, the

only liquidity needing enterprises have some kind of

bulk (13 mn USD) to the Deutsche Bank (FIAN 2019).

status as actors.

Likewise, Allianz Global Investors can expect an interesting profit for its management, plus a support for its business in Africa (Tubei 2019).
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2) AfricaGrow is based on market-based finance with all
the attendant effects of dependency on financial

The fund manager of AfricaGrow, the Allianz Global

markets for companies (see e.g. Bieling 2011, 149;

Investors, decides on investments, with advice from the

Simon 2020; UNCTAD 2016, 140, 146 f.), due to the

DEG (Bundesregierung 2020). According to the German

need to generate high rates of return to please the

government, decisions will be based on an environmental

investing funds. This requirement puts pressure on

and social management system, still under construction,

employment/

and will be in conformity with the standards of Interna-

investment (Henderson et al. 2002, 449; Simon 2020,

tional Finance Cooperation (IFC), a subsidiary and pri-

241). Additionally, the structured fund as a form of

vate sector arm of the World Bank. The government

blended finance uses public money to de-risk private

wages

and

productive

(domestic)
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profit making, which socialises the losses and priva-

and Energy (BMWi) and aims to support German

tises the profits. As many start-ups go bankrupt, the

medium enterprises in their market access to Africa. The

yield returns have to be very high, at the cost of more

BMWi aims to intensify the network of already estab-

sustainable investment strategies.

lished institutions like the German Chambers of Commerce Abroad, Germany Trade and Invest (GTAI) and

3) Private equity and venture capital funds need to be

institutions focusing specifically on Africa, like the Ger-

able to sell their shares at some point to generate

man Afrikaverein der deutschen Wirtschaft (The Ger-

profit. The German government underlines that a

man–African Business Association). Consultations, mar-

“strengthening of local financial systems” (Bundesre-

ket analysis, legal advice and trips for market develop-

gierung 2020) is under way (and already exercised in

ment are part of the portfolio (BMWi n.d.)

several projects of the KfW (see EIP, Chapter 3.4.1),

Again, the CwA structures the cooperation as CwA

also providing debt options for African companies.

countries are in special focus. Out of these, Ghana, Ethi-

Further research needs to be conducted, e.g. regard-

opia and Morocco are chosen for piloting projects of spe-

ing the concrete financial sector reforms supported by

cial cooperational interest ‒ Ghana for cooperation in

the German Government in countries like Tunisia or

the nutrition industry and nutrition logistics, Ethiopia

Ghana, but all research so far indicates that one major

for textile, garment and leather production and Morocco

focus lies in establishing deep and broad financial

health sector. For these countries, the ministry provides

markets as outlined in Chapters 2.1 and 3.1, with its

detailed market information together with the GTAI and

attendant economic risks and social consequences of

focusses on the establishment of business contacts. For

a dramatic boost in commodification of the societies.

2020, the expansion to other countries and economic sectors is planned (BMWi n.d.).

4) As outlined in Chapters 2.1 and 3.1, the project of deepening financial markets goes hand-in-hand with ever-
increasing liberalisation of investment, high safe-

3.3.4 General remarks on the EIF

guarding of property rights, privatisation of public

AfricaConnect and the Wirtschaftsnetzwerk Afrika are

services, deregulating public procurement and free

direct business promotion for German companies, in

repatriation of profits, all of which provide a highly

keeping with already existing tools like Hermes guaran-

competitive investment climate. As shown in Chapter

tees or the general activities of the DEG. The two initia-

2.3, most African firms are highly disadvantaged in

tives are now supporting market access especially for

this competitive environment within a monopolised

companies that are the backbone of the German econ-

structure of Global Production Networks. Addition-

omy ‒ SMEs.

ally, financialised companies face severe competition

Even though German business is directly promoted,

on financial markets with companies across economic

the BMZ frames this as development policies. It refers

sectors (Sablowski/Rupp 2001). Therefore, even if

mainly to the assumption that FDIs are generally needed

AfricaGrow might support firms in their growth, the

as well as to the developmental conditions for the sup-

entire idea and structure is part of the problem cement-

ported companies. First, these conditions are, as discussed

ing African economies at the lower level of Global

above, difficult to monitor and to assess. Second, the entire

Production Networks, increasing the likelihood that

focus on FDIs in the absence of a comprehensive domesti-

these financially supported companies will be taken

cally rooted development strategy is to be questioned.

over or dominated by global lead firms.

Especially under the terms of a highly competitive environment paving the ground for FDIs ‒ outlined especially
in the CwA, but also in the Marshal Plan. Little evidence is

3.3.3 Economic Network Africa
(Wirtschaftsnetzwerk Afrika)

given, why AfricaConnect as well as the Wirtschaftsnetzwerk is more than foreign trade promotion.

In addition to the two finance mechanisms discussed

AfricaGrow and AfricaConnect can, furthermore,

above, the Wirtschaftsnetzwerk Afrika (Economic Net-

only be understood and assessed in the broader context of

work Africa) was also announced under the EIF. It is

growing financialization of aid and de-risking of invest-

managed by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs

ments, both discussed in Chapter 2.1. The KfW, financing
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via the DEG the two initiatives, was one of the global

3.4.1 External Investment Plan

drivers of the financialization of aid (Volberding 2018),

The External Investment Plan (EIP) is an initiative of the

and developed a complicated network of tools of mar-

European Commission, announced in September 2016

ket-based finance, generating profitable investments, e.g.

and launched in September 2017. Officially, it aims to pro-

in Africa (DEG 2018, 54ff ). The DEG participates in no

mote inclusive growth, job creation and sustainable devel-

fewer than 59 funds, out of which 21 do business in Africa

opment. It also aims to tackle “some of the root causes of

(Bundesregierung 2020, annex 2). The German govern-

irregular migration” (EC n.d. b, 1) and focuses on the Afri-

ment appointed two important German financial actors,

can continent as well as the EU Neighbourhood region

the Allianz Global Investors for AfricaGrow and the

(ibid.). The EC refers directly to the CwA (see above),

Deutsche Bank for AATIF, to manage two major funds,

naming it “in perfect harmony” with the EIP (ibid., 2). On

providing them not only with compensation for manag-

23 November 2017, the European Commission approved 5

ing the funds but also with profitable market access. The

areas to support investments as a priority: Sustainable

EIF, therefore, underlines the active involvement of the

Energy and Connectivity, Micro, Small and Medium

German government in market-based finance with its

Sized Enterprises (MSMEs) Financing, Sustainable Agri-

detrimental effects, as discussed in Chapter 2.1 and 3.1.

culture, Rural Entrepreneurs and Agribusiness, Sustainable Cities, Digital for Development (EC 2019a).

3.4 EU Africa Policies

The idea of the EC is that “(…) the EU’s proposed
external investment plan is set to create win-win situations by fostering sustainable growth and jobs in develop-

The German Africa policies cannot be seen separately

ing countries. This will help to alleviate migratory pres-

from the EU-Africa policies. As Angela Merkel puts it

sures and create investment opportunities for European

herself ‒ the EU is the “life insurance” for Germany,

companies” (EC 2017, 13).

while Germany is its biggest economic and political

The EIP contains three pillars: a financing mecha-

power. Africa on the other hand can be seen as Europe’s

nism (European Fund for Sustainable Development

geopolitical ‘backyard’. Germany contributes one fifth of

EFSD), technical assistance, and reform proposals for a

the European ODA and of the European Development

business friendly “investment climate”.

Fund, EDF, Germany leads important units within the

As the last element, the investment climate, provides

EU councils, policy processes within the EU and Ger-

the basis for the first two aspects, it will be dealt with

many ‒ like the External Investment Plan or the Com-

first, followed by the ESFD and the technical assistance.

pact with Africa ‒ have strong mutual influences. With

In case concrete German activities are reported, they will

the increased interest of Germany on the African conti-

be mentioned along the text.

nent, German Africa policies have also a greater relevance for European Africa policies.

3.4.1.1 Investment Climate

The support of the private sector is a cross cutting

The most comprehensive paper of the EIP is the “Hand-

issue for the European Commission in its development

book on improving the Investment Climate through EU

cooperation, one of its most prominent projects being the

action” (EC 2019c). The Handbook outlines the various

External Investment Plan (EIP) of the EU (for its rele-

aspects of the so-called “investment climate” such as

vance, see also BMZ 2017, 14f.; EC n.d. a). The EIP will be

labour law, administration, investment rules etc. It also

dealt with in the next chapter. In regulating the relation

deals extensively with the implementation aspects of its

between the EU and African states more broadly on a con-

policy suggestions. The document is meant as an “ena-

tractual basis, the successor of the Cotonou Agreement

bler” for investment mobilization supported by the

will be of relevance in the coming years. Even though, at

EFSD, discussed below, and (other) blended finance

time of writing, it is in the process of being negotiated, it

operations (EC 2019c, 6; see also 11, 28).

will be dealt with shortly in the subsequent chapter.

This upcoming section first summarises some of the
main aspects of the investment climate outlined in the
Handbook and refers then to the suggested implementation tools. The special focus for this research lies on topics described above as WTOplus or behind the border
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issues, business dialogue and Global Production Net-

states to decide about the type of investment to be estab-

works as well as on mechanisms referring to the reform of

lished. Additionally, without actively excluding indirect

financial markets. Topics such as taxation in a more nar-

‚expropriation‘, the host state has to compensate for

row sense are not (yet) integrated for reasons of space. As

investors’ profits lost due to changes in environmental,

the EIP Handbook and the aforementioned CwA relate

labour laws or similar (see Chapter 3.1; IDEAs 2011, 2f.)).

directly as well as indirectly closely to each other, this sec-

The demand for a transparent and predictable regula-

tion also refers to Chapter 3.1 to avoid repetitions.

tory framework can be interpreted as an institutional-

Even though the Handbook aims to clarify the

ised and ongoing cooperation on investor friendly regu-

understanding of “investment climate”, it touches upon

lations, in close cooperation with investors (Trew 2019,

investment policies in a narrow sense just very briefly;

9). This also includes that governments are due to allow

the main part lies in a footnote. In this regard, the Hand-

for foreign investments to make comments on new regu-

book states:

latory policy proposals for which a reasonable time

“The EU external investment policy aims to secure

needs to be provided. Hence, the reference to “transpar-

and promote a level playing field so that EU investors

ency” actually means allowing foreign companies to be

abroad are not discriminated or mistreated while pre-

actively involved in domestic regulatory decision making

serving the right of home and host countries to regulate

(background talk trade expert).

their economies in the public interest” (EC 2019c, 41,

Hence, the sentence that the EU aims to respect the

Footnote 12). The paper refers to investment rules nego-

right of home and host countries to regulate their econo-

tiated in free trade agreements, e.g. with Morocco or

mies (EC 2019c, 41, Footnote 12) loses its meaning with

Tunisia, or to self-standing investment agreements such

the reference to these policies. Even more so, when these

as bilateral investment treaties. These envisaged invest-

policies are bound to aid (see below).

ment rules cover: “(i) allowing and facilitating the setting

In the core text, the Handbook is less detailed about

up of enterprises by making sure investors can access the

the envisaged regulations. Only the recommendations of

market and do not face discrimination between EU and

non-discrimination and protection of foreign invest-

non-EU investors; (ii) creating a favorable regulatory

ments are clearly defined within the general principles of

framework, both when the investor enters the market

the WTO. Additionally, the EIP refers to the problems of

and when the investor does economic activities in the

contract enforcement due to understaffed legal systems

country by improving the transparency and predictabil-

in Africa and suggests alternative commercial dispute

ity of the regulatory framework; (iii) protecting estab-

resolution mechanisms, such as mediation (ibid., 20) ‒

lished investments/investors through commitments to

an approach with strong similarities to the SIRM mecha-

fair treatment for investors or guarantees of compensa-

nism suggested in the CwA (see Chapter 3.1).

tion in case of expropriation” (EC 2019c, 41, Footnote 12).

Furthermore, the EIP aims, like the CwA, to estab-

Like the CwA, the EIP here merely pays lip service to the

lish “transparent” public procurement practices (EC

generally known paradigm of equal treatment of all eco-

2019c, 13). As already outlined above, the reference to

nomic entities ‒ private, cooperative or public, domestic

transparency, as understood in the context of free trade

or foreign, regional or European etc. (‘non-discrimina-

agreements, is a major hurdle for development oriented

tion’). This means a highly competitive environment for

procurement policies.

domestic capital as investment and competition rules are

Much less detailed than the CwA, the EIP suggests

adapted according to the needs of foreign investors, ren-

Public Private Partnerships for public services or other

dering, e.g. subsidies targeting domestic enterprises

public infrastructure (EC 2019c, 21) and, therefore, indi-

impossible or obligations for FDIs such as regulations

rectly promotes the expansion of the agenda for further

regarding local content, re-investment, technology trans-

liberalizing the service sector as well.

fers, joint ventures increasingly not be a meaningful

Regarding trade relations, the EIP advocates for

option for African countries (see Chapter 2.3). Further-

negotiating and implementing free trade agreements

more, the abovementioned ‘Cascade approach’ (see

such as the EPAs. It further stresses that “investors” (for-

Chapter 2.1 as well as further below) structurally favors

eign investors as the domestic ones have an another inter-

private (external) capital over domestic (public) capital.

est structure) are, particularly interested in behind the

The above points shrink the regulatory power of African

border issues in trade agreements ‒ such as competition
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policy, intellectual property rights protection, public pro-

role to play” (EC 2019c, 11). The roles of the EC represent-

curement and dispute settlement. (EC 2019c, 17f., 27; see

atives are described as “broker”, “implementation agent”

chapter Chapter 3.1). As many negotiated EPAs in

or “watchdog” (ibid.). The EU Delegations aim to analyse

Sub-Saharan Africa do not have these issues included

the domestic African economies as well as options for

(see Chapter 2.2.2), the EU Delegations have also been

improving the investment climate outlined above. Based

involved in preparing National EPA Implementation

on this analysis, a structured dialogue with business, gov-

Plans identifying “priority areas (…) including invest-

ernments, international finance institutions (IFIs) is

ment climate reforms” (ibid., 27). For identifying these

envisaged, and joint programming and implementation

priority areas, the monitoring reports of the CwA are

with EU member states will be supported (ibid.; ECDPM

mentioned as a possible tool (ibid., 27).

2018, 5ff). In referring to the discussion in Chapter 2.3 on

As outlined already above, the CwA promotes all the

the role of lead firms and the integration of African econ-

behind the border issues not integrated into the EPAs for

omies into Global Production Networks ‒ also promoted

reasons of economic sovereignty. The EIP can be seen as a

by the EC (EC 2019c, 34) ‒ it was stressed, that the invest-

major implementation tool of the CwA, also outside the

ment climate will be strongly shaped along the hierar-

CwA partner countries, providing a framework for eco-

chies of the international division of labour, and along

nomic reform, implementing WTOplus issues ‘through

the needs of lead firms in GPNs. In the context of the

the backdoor’ using the ODA as major leverage (see below).

European Economic Diplomacy and the rising geo-eco-

Whereas WTOplus issues are so far relatively well-

nomic and geopolitical competition in Africa (Chapter

known in discussions around the political economy of

2.2), these tendencies will be supported by the EC when it

development, financial sector reforms gained probably

stresses that “a systematic public-private dialogue pro-

less public prominence until recently. They were promi-

cess will provide a business perspective and help identify

nently placed within the CwA, as outlined above. Also,

the most important barriers that may impede economic

the EIP recommends, although in a much less detailed

activity” (EC 2019c, 10; on the raw-material diplomacy of

way than the CwA, financial sector reforms, as it “opens

the EU see Tröster et al. 2017, 74).

potential opportunities for innovative financing, particu-

The “G20 Compacts” ‒ the reform agenda of CwA-

larly in the non-banking financial sector” (EC 2019c, 19).

partner countries ‒ will be one of the tools for structuring

In line with this, it aims to increase the competition of

the cooperation between EC and African countries. The

financial service providers, and, probably because debt

EC stresses, furthermore, that EU Delegations “will play

levels will rise, the supporting insolvency frameworks

an important role in identifying bankable and sustainable

(see, e.g. IMF/WB 2018, 13).

investments”, that international financial institutions

The EIP correctly hints at the difficulty in accessibil-

could propose for EFSD guarantees (EC 2019c, 11; for a cri-

ity of (public) bank credit for domestic MSMEs in the

tique of bankability, see Chapter 2.1). The EU delegations

countries of concern. It also suggests guarantee funds to

also process national EPA-implementation plans (EC

incentivize local banks to lend new funds to SMEs. How-

2019c, 31), covering issues of investment climate as well.

ever, the main focus seems to lie on non-banking finance

The EC explicitly uses its budget support as a tool of

such as contributing to risk/venture capital for start-ups

implementing the content of the EIP: “Budget support

or on credits for micro firms. For the first form of liquid-

(…) is a key instrument for policy dialogue and can play an

ity provided (also envisaged by the German AfricaGrow

important role in the improvement of the investment cli-

Initiative, see above) it means accepting the risks and

mate” (EC 2019c, 31). Additionally, conditionality can be

effects of shareholder value orientation discussed in

increased via variable tranches addressing, more specifi-

Chapter 3.3.2. The second contains high social and eco-

cally, elements of the investment climate (EC 2019c, 31).

nomic risks for poor populations as well as high profit

The brochure on the investment climate is an all-en-

margins for the microfinance industry (see Chapter 2.4).

compassing orientation of policies to attract external
investments, as already outlined in the CwA. Neverthe-
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Implementation of the EIP ‒ the role of the European

less, it also deals, to a great extent, with the implementa-

Commission

tion of these policies, be it via stricter conditionalized

From the perspective of the European Commission, the

ODA, forms of business dialogue, market analysis or other

EU delegations in the respective countries have a “key

instruments.
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European Fund for Sustainable Development (EFSD)

Blending facilities (AfIF, NIF)
EU contribution: EUR 2.6 billion

New EFSD Guarantee
EU contribution: EUR 0.75 billion*

MS contributions
Other contributions

EFSD Guarantee
Value > EUR 1.5 billion

Blending: Total budget
funds > EUR 2.6 billion

× 11

Total extra investment through the Africa and Neighbourhood Investment Platforms:
at least EUR 44 billion
*Plus a EUR 0.75 billion contingent liability.

Figure 5: European Fund for Sustainable Development (EFSD)
Source: EC 2019a

Taking the de-risking approach of the World Bank,

The EFSD combines new guarantees with already

as discussed in Chapter 2.1., “investment climate” corre-

existing blending frameworks for Africa and the so-called

sponds well with step two of the de-risking approach ‒

neighbourhood countries (EC n.d. b; ECDPM 2018;

adapting policy reforms according to the needs of exter-

Counterbalance 2017, 8f.). It aims to leverage investments

nal (financial) investors. Policy reforms providing the

particularly through European Development Finance

basis to use public finance for risk mitigation of private

Institutions (EDFIs), while other co-operations, i.e., with

investors, tried to be attracted with the financing mecha-

the AfdB should also take place (ECDPM 2018, 9)

nism, i.e., of the External Investment Plan, the European

Hence, the EFSD is structured as follows:

Fund for Sustainable Development (EFSD), which is discussed in the following section.

Guarantees
The EFSD Guarantee provides risk mitigation and

3.4.1.2 Financing Mechanisms ‒ EFSD

risk-sharing instruments. Therefore, the EC cooperates

After analysis, conditionalized aid, private sector dia-

with various development banks. Overall, the KfW

logue and a broad reform agenda, the EC and its mem-

appears to be the national DFI with the biggest share of

ber states provide concrete de-risking to various private

expected total investments leveraged, and only the sec-

sector-based projects via blending or guarantees.

ond biggest after the AfDB, which has only a slightly

This financing pillar is called the European Fund for

larger share of 18%14:

Sustainable Development (EFSD). Its basic idea is to lev-

The EC outlined guarantees in the area of agriculture,

erage provided public funds to the factor of around 10. It

MSME, energy supply and connectivity, sustainable cities,

is hoped that the allocated funds of €4.6 billion in public

digitalisation, Sustainable energy and connectivity, digi-

funds will lead to (“leverage”) €47 billion in public and

talisation and local currency financing (EC 2019d, 3f.).

private investment (EC n.d. c).

14 — F
 or the concrete guarantees provided, the KfW ranges with 12%, behind EIB (13%), AfdB (14%), AFD (16%), EBRD (17%) (EC 2019e, 12).
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2% Currency

4%

18% AfDB

26% MSMEs

14% D4D

17% KfW
2% IFC

11% Cities

12% FMO
8% EDFI

14% AfD
11% Agriculture

7% EIB

3% CDP

36% Energy and
Connectivity

15% EBRD
Figure 6: Distribution of expected total investment per Financial
Institution
Source: EC 2019e, 12, numbers referring to 2018

The EC lists 28 guarantee programs (EC 2019d). The
German KfW runs three projects under the EIP guarantee

Figure 7: Distribution of proposed EFSD Guarantee allocations
per investment area
Source: EC 2019e, 11

This form of guarantee can be seen as one tool to
implement the CwA-agenda, as outlined in Chapter 3.1

scheme, two of which will be discussed here (ibid., 10, 35f).

The second project of the KfW, run together with the

The first scheme provides guarantees to the ALCB

French AFC, the Italian CFD and the EIB, focusses on

15
(African Local Currency Bond)-Fund in order to facili-

expanding renewable energy by supporting the imple-

tate investments in utility companies, local financial insti-

mentation of guarantees and tender processes, the com-

tutions or state owned enterprises. The EFSD directly

mercial viability of power utilities, improving the “ena-

de-risks the provision of debt by institutional investors ‒

bling environment”, and facilitating private investments

from pension funds to global asset managers ‒ to these

in this area, including the regulatory framework or policy

companies, to make local currency bonds attractive to

dialogue. Against the background of the third pillar of the

these forms of investors (ibid., 10). Like other forms of

EIF, all the tools offered will go in line with a vast de-risk-

blending, this can also be seen as a form of subvention of

ing agenda, as discussed in Chapter 2.1. In reference to

shadow banks. The bonds issued are aimed to help

the European Economic Diplomacy, the increasing geo-

develop a domestically rooted capital market (ibid.), as

political competition on the African continent (see Chap-

discussed in Chapters 2.1 and 3.1. As outlined above, such

ter 2.2) and the ongoing energy transitions in Africa (see,

capital market development will boost commodification,

e.g. Müller et al. 2020), the interest of the EC and the

e.g. of social services in African countries, and also visible

involved development banks in supporting European

in the KfW-supported project. It refers to Public Private

companies to enable the participation of European com-

Partnerships and Special Purpose Vehicles ‒ which are

panies in this transition, can be assumed. These transi-

criticised not only as vehicles of tax evasion, but also for

tion processes are highly externally dominated, strongly

being tools for avoiding financial accountability of the

favour foreign investors over domestic ones and foster

investor ‒ to finance PPPs, that is, the (then) partly priva-

the privatisation of public services, e.g. via the focus on

tised utility companies or public enterprises.

PPP (for the example of Uganda and Zambia, see Haag/
Müller 2019; Claar 2020 on South Africa).

15 — The fund was founded in 2012 by the KfW and the BMZ to support the implementation of Local Currency Bond Markets in Africa.
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The two projects briefly discussed here shed a light

broader approach and also uses the term blending once

on the general direction of the guarantee scheme, fitting

public money is used to mobilise further public money,

well into a general de-risking agenda and the European

e.g. from international development banks (EC 2018, 7),

Economic Diplomacy outlined in Chapter 2.1.

making assessments of blending effects very difficult
(Küblböck/Grohs 2019, 7).

Blending under EFSD

According to the operational report of the EC, the lev-

The EFSD blending mechanism has been running under

eraging worked. It remains unclear though, whether com-

this name since 2017. So far, only a brief first level assess-

mercial funds were leveraged. Lunsgaarde notes scepti-

ment appears available (EC 2020c, 10). In the operational

cally: “The mobilisation ‒ or leverage effect ‒ of EU blend-

report of 2018, it is stated that 21 projects were funded by

ing facilities with regard to real commercial funds has, to

the EFSD in Sub-Saharan Africa, most of them in the

date, been very limited, with bilateral and multilateral

transport sector (40%), followed by energy, private sector

development banks serving as the main source of mobi-

development, ICT, Agriculture, water and forestry. Most of

lised funds” (Lunsgaarde 2017, 11). Especially projects in

them were financed by grants (58%), followed by financial

LDCs with less promising rates of return by user fees and

instruments (equity and guarantees, 29%) and technical

very shallow financial markets, the blending options of

assistance (13%). According to the EC, the contributed 547

private money were so far very sceptically discussed

million Euros leveraged 4 billion Euros (EC 2019e, 17).

(Counterbalance 2017).

According to the EC, more than 80% of the projects

However, even if private money was leveraged as

approved for Sub-Saharan Africa were in LDCs (ibid.). For

hoped for, which measures were taken to assure the rate

2017, 30 projects were approved with a sectoral distribu-

of return to private investors? How were the investment

tion similar to 2018 (EC 2018, 14; see also EC 2020c, 23).

rules adapted, the de-risking scheme structured, which

The EC mentions comprehensive evaluation of the

costs are covered via public guarantees? These questions

EFSD for the year 2021 being reported to the EP and the

can only be answered, if at all, when more information

council by the end of 2022 (EC n.d. d, 9).

becomes available.

Methodologically, measuring additionality of blended

Another major problem is the monitoring of project

finance in terms of raising additional, private funds,

effects as such. The first assessment on behalf of the EC

remains problematic, not least for the reasons of transpar-

itself states, for example, that no methodology of the

ency (Lundsgaarde 2017, 11; see also Pereira, 2017), an

EFSD is proposed to measure qualitative and quantitative

aspect already discussed in Chapter 3.3. Furthermore, it is

indicators, such as jobs created or number or beneficiar-

generally problematic to detect whether investments

ies. Only indicators easy to measure such as the length of

would have also been taken without public subsidies. An

a road or the amount of power produced are considered.

NGO report on blending states: “Improved transparency

Furthermore, different DFIs involved in the process apply

of blended finance is critical. (…) At present, judgements

different methodologies in order to measure effects, hence

on the usefulness of blended finance in development are

comparability is not a given. To overcome compatibility

hampered by the quality and consistency of data available

problems at a low cost, indicators adopted by DFIs “can

on such investments. (…)There are no common reporting

more easily report on and not necessarily the most mean-

standards for actors involved in blended finance, and the

ingful ones (e.g., those they have a methodology on)” (EC

data that does exist is typically contained in a range of dis-

2020c, 37). The report continues to outline that the EU

parate datasets. Much of the data is not publicly available

will have difficulties “to ensure compliance and verify

and, where figures are available, data from different actors

results on the ground (…)” (ibid.; see also Bayliss et al.

may be inconsistent or incompatible” (Devinit 2016, 6; see

2020, 34; Jones et al. 2020, 57).

also Küblböck/Grohs 2019).
These problems are also rooted in the vague defini-

3.4.1.3 Technical Assistance

tions of blended finance. In order to clearly distinguish

According to the ECDPM, Technical Assistance (TA)

the different sources for development finance, in this

within the External Investment Plan “aims to help make

report, blending is defined as using public money to lev-

projects bankable” by consulting local governments and

erage private finance for development projects (Küblböck/

companies. TA will be applied to identify possible

Grohs 2019, 7; see also Glossary). The EU, though, has a

investments, prepare them and accompany them during
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realization (ECDPM 2018, 6). According to the EC web-

or to be avoided, public money needs to be used to assure

site, “technical assistance will be used for market intelli-

profit generation ‒ either with ODA or the public

gence and investment climate analysis [,] (sector) policy

resources of the respective societies in African countries.

and political dialogue on priority reforms [,] targeted leg-

Secondly, this commodification leads to the need for

islative and regulatory advice [,] strengthening capacity of

“marketable” infrastructure. Private investors can only be

partners countries, local financial intermediaries and

crowded in if (maximized) profits can be gained ‒ mak-

investors [,] upgrading value chains [,] identifying, prepar-

ing developmental planning very difficult (see Chapters

ing, and helping to implement necessary investment”

2.1. and 3.1). This is one of the reasons why leveraging

(EC 2019b). Hence, technical assistance can be seen as

money did not work well in weak economic environments

st
rd
one central implementation tool of the 1 and the 3 pillar

(Küblböck/Grohs 2019, 17). In case the evaluation of the

of the EIP, the EFSD as well as the Investment Climate.

EFSD approves the information of the EC that blending
(of private money) indeed took place in LDCs (EC 2018

3.4.1.4 Concluding remarks on the External

and 2019e), there has to be a close assessment of which

Investment Plan

incentives were given to private capital to do so ‒ regard-

So far, the critique of civil society on EIP focused mainly

ing policy reforms, risks taken by the host-state including

on the first pillar, the EFSD. More funds were demanded,

its risks of raising debts, regarding the commodification

better transparency, human rights standards, favouring

of public infrastructure etc. Thirdly, the first assessment

of local economic actors etc. (CONCORD 2018).

report of the EC itself underlines another major and

16

Most of these are very valid concerns and especially

grave weakness: The monitoring of the developmental

the European Parliament was responding to these cri-

effects in more narrow terms ‒ such as the number of

tiques in adapting those in amendments of the EFSD. It

jobs created ‒ will not be assessed by the implementing

is hoped that in the dialogue with between the EP, the

institutions, let alone be controlled by the EC.

European Council and the European Commission these

Fourthly, development strategies based on mar-

aspects will be reflected in an amendment of the EFSD

ket-based finance turn the logic of redistribution via taxa-

regulations (email from internal informant).

tion upside down. There is not a lack of money as such,

However, even if some of these aspects are included,

but a lack of public money coming from taxed wealthy

the EFSD has to be first put in the context of the EIP,

individuals, or companies. In the case of Africa, a massive

mainly with the policy recommendations about the

outflow of wealth has been taking place since decades

investment climate of the third pillar. Secondly, the EIP

(see Chapter 2.4), going well beyond the amounts of ODA

as such has to be put in the context of market-based

paid. Therefore, the entire idea of lacking finance, e.g.

finance for development, including the guarantee

infrastructure finance, can also be called into question.

scheme with its multiple projects. Thirdly, it remains

Providing opportunities for the “global pool of pri-

highly questionable how these diverse projects and

vate finance” (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 29) to invest, e.g. in

instruments should be publicly controlled, against the

public infrastructure, not only uses money that should

background of the obligations regarding corporate

have been taxed, publicly owned and publicly invested

secrets, amongst other considerations..

without the need to generate profit, it also adds rewards

Last but not the least, the EIP itself needs to be put in

for the non-taxed, to illegal or legalised capital flight, and

the context of increased global geo-economic competi-

therefore, contributing to ever increasing global inequal-

tion, also being reflected on the African continent.

ity with severe social and democratic consequences for

In contextualizing the EFSD and the EIP within

societies in the ‚Global South‘ (Oxfam 2014).

market-based finance for development, a brighter light is

Fifthly, the European Economic Diplomacy puts the

shed on the danger of increased commodification of

interests of EU countries prominently on its agenda (see

social services and public infrastructure as private money

Chapter 2.2.2), referring to the EU delegations imple-

seeks profit. If user fees are aimed to be kept relatively low

menting the EIP as central institutions to support this

16 — The NGO Counterbalance additionally raised the lack of democratic control, the questionable efficiency to combat root causes of migration
or the dominance of geopolitical interests within the EIP (Counterbalance 2017).
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interest. The public tenders of EU blended infrastructure

by increasing access to financing through technical assis-

finance are transparent in the way that all kinds of com-

tance, grants, guarantees and innovative financial instru-

panies can theoretically get those bits. However, in the

ments to mitigate risk, boost investor confidence, and

current context with the proximity of European compa-

leverage private and public sources of finance” (OACPS

nies to the FDIs and the EU delegations, the other sup-

2021, 32). The draft is in keeping with the above-men-

port they get (see for Germany e.g., Africa Connect or the

tioned documents when regulating the provision of legal

Wirtschaftsnetzwerk Afrika), the highly competitive

certainty and “adequate protection to established invest-

investment environment created by the third pillar of the

ments treatment shall be non-discriminatory in nature

EIP including the dialogue formats etc., it can be assumed

and shall include effective dispute prevention and resolu-

that European companies gain special access to these

tion mechanisms” (OACPS 2020, 32), backed up by inter-

infrastructure projects. Furthermore, facing, e.g. the

national investment agreements. Regarding the above-

Road and Belt Initiative of China, EU-induced infrastruc-

mentioned EPAs, the negotiated text states that they

ture planning and financing will create opportunities to

should be implemented and broadened in scope (ACP

counter other powers gaining access to EUs ‘backyard‘.

2020, 39.). Accordingly, aspects like the trade in services

Therefore, in addition to the social and economic

should be taken further (ibid., 40), intellectual property

problems of market-based finance as such, the EIP tends

rights strengthened (ibid., 42) and procurement markets

to be adapted to the EU interests outlined in the EED

made competitive (ibid.). Generally, competition policies

and less to the needs of sustainable development in Afri-

should tackle “anti-competitive business practices

can countries, shrinking their policy space even further.

including subsidies related to economic activities granted
by the Parties, which have the potential to distort the
proper functioning of markets and to negatively affect

3.4.2 Post-Cotonou-Agreement

the trade interests of the other Parties”. A “level playing

In February 2020, the Cotonou-Agreement ran out. It was

field between public and private market participants”

signed between the European Union and the ACP

should be ensured (ibid.).

(OACPS)-States17. The aforementioned EPAs are a crucial

Apart from Germany’s and Europe’s policies leading

part of the Cotonou Agreement. Originally, it was planned

to a strong market distortion through the promotion of for-

to have a successor agreement by the year 2020, but the

eign private capital (see Chapter 2), the contents of the the

process has been delayed and, at the time of this writing,

negotiated agreement text unsurprisingly goes very much

the negotiated agreement text has been initialled by the

in line with the other projects of the EU. In comparison

EU and has not been finalised.. (OACPS 2021) According

with earlier drafts (EC 2019 f), the language has been sof-

to background talks, the EC mentioned that economic

tened in some places. But the experience with the Coto-

issues will not play a major role within the succeeding

nou-Agreement shows that the implementation and inter-

agreement. But the negotiated text shed a different light

pretation of the agreement lies very much in the hands of

on this issue. The envisaged Post-Cotonou Agreement

the European Commission as the much stronger negotia-

brings not only the abovementioned WTOplus issues

tion partner (see, e.g. Banse 2016, Chapter 4). Once signed,

back on the table, although it was rejected by most Afri-

the Post-Cotonou-Agreement will provide an additional

can states in previous EPA negotiations. It additionally

contractual basis for the policies discussed above.

enlarges the agenda to other de-risking elements, name
concretely the development of capital markets, blended
finance or creating more PPPs (OACPS 2021, 31ff.)
Aspects corresponding with the EIP or CwA are, for
example, the development of a “conducive investment
climate” (OACPS 2021, 31) or the support of “investment

17 — The ACP group (since 2018 renamed in Organisation of African, Caribbean and Pacific States [OACP]) encompasses states of Sub-Saharan
Africa, Caribbean and Pacific islands, all former European colonies. The European Community/European Union established a series of
trade and aid agreements with those countries. See for history Orbie 2007; Brown 2002; Gibb 2000; Lee 2009; Banse 2016, 68ff.
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Conclusion
The various initiatives discussed in Chapter 3 all focus

Germany to establish so far missing contacts on the con-

on private sector promotion, with an especial focus on

tinent, backed by initiatives such as Africa Connect or

institutional investors or German/European FDIs. To

the Wirtschaftsnetzwerk. The European Union, Germa-

attract those, different forms of radical risk-mitigation

ny’s life insurance, places its External Investment Plan in

are suggested and implemented.

its European Economic Diplomacy framework. The EU

But these investment risks do not disappear; the risks

delegations are a key instrument to assure EU’s promi-

are taken over by the public hand, very often by the host

nent role and influence on the continent. Therefore,

countries of these investments. The various de-risking

incentives of market-based liquidity are provided to Afri-

measures not only create great dangers of growing indebt-

can governments or threats are, in terms of stronger con-

edness but also of increasing inequality and ever shrink-

ditionalized aid.

ing domestic economic and social policy spaces. Further-

Furthermore, the initiatives of the EU and some of

more, the strong focus on FDIs creates severe economic

its member states are implementing behind the border/

and political dependencies, aggravating the investment

WTOplus issues ‒ a revival of trying to establish a com-

conditions of domestic capital and tendencies of rent

prehensive EPA agenda. The implementation is aimed to

seeking of lead firms in Global Production Networks.

take place on a national level under the avoidance of

The approach of attracting the “global pool of private

broader coalitions of countries and effected societies,

finance” is a reaction to the phenomena of dramatically

being backed legally afterwards by the Post-Coto-

raising global social inequality, including privatised pen-

nou-Agreement, which is under negotiation at the time of

sion schemes and low taxation of companies and wealthy

writing. But the initiatives analysed in this study go

individuals. Using this money now, e.g. for public infra-

beyond what is known of the EPAs so far; they deepen

structure finance, aggravates this already dramatic ine-

the de-risking agenda even further by strongly promoting

quality: instead of taxing those companies and individuals

public private partnerships and other forms of blending

to be able to build infrastructure, financial investors get an

as well as deeper financial markets ‒ all also prominently

additional reward ‒ they profit from investments, paid by

present in the Post-Cotonou Drafts.

the users directly or via public subsidies in the form of

This paper advocates for stepping out of the para-

taxes. Additionally, considering the massive illegal and

digm of financing developmental projects via financial

legal outflow of wealth out of the African continent (see

markets and to focus on FDI as a main driver for eco-

Chapter 2.4), the entire narrative of lacking finance for

nomic development. Instead of de-risking entire econo-

sustainable development could be put into question.

mies, including boosting commodification within socie-

Focusing so strongly on private sector integration

ties in order to attract foreign capital, the politically sup-

brings along another major problem in development aid ‒

ported dependency on FDIs as well as financial investors

monitoring. Given bank and commercial secrets, public

including their strong influence on policy processes in

control is dramatically limited. This is true not only for

Africa need to be strongly limited. Instead, domestically

PPPs, but also for all activities of credit provision, e.g. by

owned and oriented development strategies should be

the DEG. A lack of transparency not only inhibits demo-

promoted.

cratic control over the social and economic costs of investment, but also makes corruption more likely.
Delegating development finance to (financial-)markets de-democratizes development co-operations. Not
only are monitoring and accountability called into question, but entire goal settings, such as the Sustainable
Development Goals, tend to be dominated by market-
based solutions, and therefore, profit interests.
The initiatives analysed in this report have a strong
geopolitical and geo-economic component. Africa, also
because of its untapped markets and vast resources, is of
growing interest to many global powers. Given the weak
economic footprint of Germany in Africa, the CwA helps
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Glossary

Behind the border issues

Bonds

Behind the border issues are topics of trade agreements

Bonds are securities issued by governments (local, regional

covering all aspects beyond the trade of already pro-

or national) or companies. The investors investing in the

duced goods. These aspects go beyond the regulation of

bond provide the issuer a credit based on the bond details.

tariffs. They reach ‚behind the border‘, meaning into the

Those include the date when the original sum must be

general economic policies of a country and touch aspects

repaid (maturity date) as well as the interest rates to be

of great economic relevance, such as services, public pro-

paid on a regular basis during these maturities. These

curement, intellectual property rights, competition and

rates may be fixed or variable. They are also determined by

investment regulations. As they reach far into the eco-

the risk of default and therefore by credit ratings. Further-

nomic and social policy spaces of societies, they have

more, the maturities themselves influence the interest

been strongly contested (see WTOplus issues below).

rates: the longer the maturity, the higher tends to be the

Since tariffs have widely been lowered at a global scale,

interest rate. Bonds can be traded on financial markets.

deregulating behind the border issues are very much in
the interest of industrialised countries in order to further

EPAs

liberalise international trade.

The Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) are, as
Free Trade Agreements, a crucial part of the Cotonou

Blending

Agreement between the ACP-States and the European

In this report, blending has been defined as the use of

Union. The European Union aimed to conclude so-called

public funds to attract additional private finance for

‚full EPAs‘, encompassing not only a liberalisation of

development projects (Küblböck/Grohs 2019, 7). Mecha-

trade in goods, but also of behind the border issues (see

nisms to do so are, for example, guarantees provided, e.g.

above). The negotiations started in the year 2002 and the

via first loss tranches (see below). To attract private

EU meant to conclude them by the end of 2007. However,

financial investments, let’s say for a public infrastructure

as of times of writing, several ACP-states have not yet

project, project-financing is cut into slices (tranches) in

concluded an EPA, let alone a ‚full EPAs‘. But several

order “to match the different appetite for risk of different

“rendezvous-clauses” were integrated into the agreements

investors” (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 29). That is, differently

in order to integrate issues such as the liberalisation of

structured bonds or equities are issued, and so the infra-

investment, competition rules or public procurement at a

structure project gets securitized (see below). The riskier

later stage. For an overview of the process see EC 2020b.

a tranche, the higher the interest on the credit provided.
Public money though is now ‚blended‘ with the private

Equity

money and covers the most risky ‒ first loss ‒ tranches.

Purchasing shares is an investment in the equity of a

Thus, in case the infrastructure does not generate the

company; it is a piece/a share of the company’s equity. In

expected rate of return, public money is spent to secure

case the shares are fully tradable, the investment in

the private investments (see, e.g. OECD n.d.). Blended

equity can be for long or short term. Yields are generated

finance is, therefore, criticized not only as being a direct

by the dividends paid to the investors/shareholders,

subvention of financial investors, but also for leading to

based on the profit made by the company. Another main

a ‚marketability‘ of development projects as well as for

source of yield is the profits generated once shares are

being a threat to the public budget. It also strongly con-

sold at higher prices on financial markets. Unlike bond

tributes to further global financialization (see below and

holders, shareholders own a part of the company, and

for further criticism, Chapter 2.1).

can, therefore, directly participate in the company’s deci-

Other definitions of blended finance also include
combinations of public sources, without any additional

sion making, but do not have the right to be repaid for
their investment at a certain time.

private finance. This broad definition, however, hinders a
precise analyse of the effects of using public sources to

Financialization

attract financial investors, e.g. for infrastructure projects.

Financialization encompasses a variety of developments,
such as the globalisation of financial markets; securitisation of formerly non-tradable financial flows (see below);
rising profits from financial investments; or the growing
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“global pool of private finance” (AfdB/IMF/WB 2017, 29)

Simon 2019, 223ff; Hardie/Howarth 2013, 24ff; see also

seeking investment; the growing dependence of compa-

Stockhammer 2004, 721). Market-based finance is never-

nies seeking finance via shares and bonds; and the orien-

theless closely connected to shadow-banks (see below).

tation of financial systems to a stronger market-based
finance (see below). In a simple and broad manner,

Public Private Partnerships

financialization can be defined as “the increasing role of

Conventionally, public institutions or infrastructures

financial motives, financial markets, financial actors

such as schools or roads might be built by a private com-

and financial institutions in the operation of the domes-

pany but public entities own it, finance it, maintain and

tic and international economies” (Epstein 2005, 3). The

operate it. In contrast, Public Private Partnerships (PPP)

problematics and origins of these developments are

are involving the private company into the latter. PPPs

highly contested. Whereas proponents want to make the

are usually based on long term contracts between a pri-

growing “global pool of private finance” useful for public

vate party and a governmental body with the private

investments and private enterprises ‒ like proposed and

entity taking over a selection or combination of construc-

practiced in the above discussed projects ‒ others under-

tion, finance, design, management, operation or mainte-

line the great dangers of the developments involved,

nance of the public infrastructure or service. These ser-

such as dramatically rising inequality, severe democratic

vices and infrastructure assets cover schools, bridges,

deficits, commodification of public infrastructure and

hospitals, prisons, roads, tunnels, water, railways, energy

social security systems, ever more increasing risks of

plants, ports and other facilities (Vervynckt/Romero 2017,

financial crisis, lacking investments in the so-called pro-

5, Loxley 2013, 487).

ductive sectors, short term perspectives of firms, and

PPPs are applied in developing as well as industrial-

many more. Among those seeing financialization as a

ised countries and contain severe budgetary risks. These

problem, its root causes are contested as well. Some

risks are very difficult to control democratically, e.g. due

detect the lacking regulation of financial markets as the

to corporate secrecies. The budgetary risks for the public

root cause, others hint at the central banks’ crisis inter-

hand are aggravated by vast contract based de-risking

vention of ‚Quantitative Easing‘ ‒ purchasing long term

measures discussed in Chapter 2.1. Additionally, they

government bonds and other assets ‒ in order to increase

entail the general economic and social dangers of priva-

liquidity and thus lower the interest rates and ensure

tised services accompanying their commodification such

inflation. Others underline the unjust (low) taxation of

as, unequal access and affordability of public services

wealthy individuals and companies as well as privatised

and infrastructure, underinvestment due to short term

pension schemes contributing strongly to the “global

profit orientation, lacking cross subsidies, e.g. between

pool of private finance” seeking investments. More radi-

rural and urban areas, and others.

cal perspectives do not deny any of these causes, but hint

Even though PPPs tend to be more expensive than

at financialization being structurally rooted within the

traditional public investments for a number of reasons,

capitalist mode of production, analysing the growing

the possibility to not count public commitments for PPPs

pool of private finance as a consequence of overaccumu-

as public debt ‒ depending on the accounting standard

lation due to falling rates of profits and lacking invest-

applied ‒ is one of the incentives for state entities to com-

ment opportunities in the so-called ‚real-economy‘.

plete PPP contracts (Gabor 2020, 9; Vervynckt/Romero
2017; Romero 2015).

Market-based Finance
Market-based finance means a specific form of finance

Secondary Markets

to organise financial systems around the provision of

On the primary markets, securities are issued by public

finance via securities ‒ be it to individuals and house-

entities or companies and purchased by investors. These

holds, public entities or companies. It is often contrasted

securities can then be traded on secondary markets ‒

with bank-based finance, which is associated with credit

such as stock, bond or derivate markets ‒ and are used for

relations between banks and debtors based on a long

all kinds of speculative businesses (see, e.g. Hufschmid

time horizon and trust. This dualism, however, neglects

1999, 29ff.).

the international dynamics since the 1980s, which
strongly integrates banks into market-based finance (see
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Securities

They are more prone to liquidity fluctuations than com-

Securities are tradable financial titles of property such as

mercial banks, but they can, also due to their limited reg-

bonds or equity. They are always backed by some cash

ulation, often provide cheaper credit than commercial

flow, be it from investment in infrastructure, a company

banks. Commercial banks and shadow banks are closely

or the income of individuals (see securitisation). From a

connected, also because commercial banks outsource

radical perspective, one could claim that these financial

important activities to subsidiaries in order to circum-

flows are in the end all assured by working people. They

vent regulations.

are paying the user fees or taxes to secure the yields from

Since the global financial crisis of 2008/2009, shadow

private infrastructure investment, as they work so the

banking has become increasingly relevant. Due to their

company generates profits in order to pay the sharehold-

reliance on market-based finance and the limited regula-

ers or as they work to pay the interest rates on the diverse

tions applicable to them, shadow banks are of major con-

forms of securitised household debts.

cern to the stability of the global financial system. (Gabor
2018; Simon 2018).

Securitisation
Securitisation is the transformation of formerly non-trad-

WTOplus issues

able financial flows into tradable securities; financial

WTOplus issues are economic policy areas not yet de-reg-

claims are therefore commodified (see, e.g. Simon 2020,

ulated multilaterally under the WTO, such as public pro-

242). Securitisation takes place, e.g. when infrastructure

curement, competition and investment policies and are

is sliced into different risk categories of securities to trans-

instead taken up in bilateral Free Trade Agreements. Fur-

form it into a marketable asset class (see above ‚blending‘)

ther, they cover issues such as Intellectual Property Rights

or when a company is turned into a stock corporation to

or services that are dealt with in WTO-treaties such as the

generate tradable equity.

TRIPS or the GATS, but are deepened in bilateral Free

Securitisation can also be the merging and bundling

Trade Agreements. As they go ‚beyond the border‘ (see

of different types of debt relations into groups. So far

above), they are even more contested than the liberalisa-

non-tradable debt relations such as mortgages, consumer

tion of goods. They were, therefore, either blocked on the

debts or other forms of credit are securitised by structur-

WTO level via a strong coalition of emerging and develop-

ing these debts into marketable financial instruments,

ing countries (such as public procurement, competition

backed by debtor’s payment obligations. These bundled

policies and investment) or limited in their scope. Taking

products contain different risk categories in order to

them up on a bilateral/regional level such as in the EPAs

spread the risk of default; the higher the risks, the higher

or with individual countries as done in the EIP can be

the rate of return for investors. This risk spreading is

seen as forum shifting to implement them.

likely to become a contrary domino effect once the diverse
debt categories cannot be served anymore ‒ like in the US
subprime crisis, when mortgage-backed securities collapsed as the mortgages were sold to people unable to
serve them anymore, triggering the global financial crisis
of 2008/2009.
Shadow Banks/Shadow Banking
Shadow banks are financial institutions that are not regulated like regular banks but active in the same arena such
as the creation and provision of credit. Nonetheless,
shadow banks do not provide loans but invest in tradable
securities such as bonds (‚market-based finance‘, see
above). Institutional investors that collect money in order
to invest it profitably (such as investment funds, hedge
funds, global wealth funds, pension funds or insurance
companies) are some main actors of shadow banking.
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Abbreviations

AA

Auswärtiges Amt (Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

AfDB

African Development Bank

BMZ

Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung
(Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development)
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BMWi

Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie (Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy)

BMF

Bundesfinanzministerium (Federal Ministry of Finance)

CwA

Compact with Africa

DEC

Developing and Emerging Countries

DFI

Development Finance Institutions

EC

European Commission

EEAS

European External Action Service

EED

European Economic Diplomacy

EIF

Entwicklungsinvestitionsfond (Development Investment Fund)

EIP

External Investment Plan

EPAs

Economic Partnership Agreements

EP

European Parliament

FDI

Foreign Direct Investments

FI

Financial Integration

GATS

General Agreement on Trade in Services

GPNs

Global Production Networks

IMF

International Monetary Fund

LCBM

Local Currency Bond Markets

LDC

Least Developed Countries

ODA

Official Development Assistance

PPP

Public Private Partnerships

SDG

Sustainable Development Goals

MSMEs

Micro, Small and Medium Sized Enterprises

SMEs

Small and Medium Sized Enterprises

UN

United Nations

WB

World Bank

WTO

World Trade Organisation
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